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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Summary
The objective of this dissertation centers on gaining a better understanding of the

structure-property-performance relations of nickel and copper through the advanced multiscale theoretical framework and integrated computational methods. The goal of this dissertation also includes combining material science and computational mechanics to acquire
a transformative understanding of how the different crystal orientations, size scales, penetration velocities affect plastic deformation and damage behavior of metallic materials
during high strain rate > 103 s−1 ) processes. A multiscale computational framework for
understanding plasticity and shearing mechanisms of metallic materials during the highrate process was developed, which for the first time reveals micromechanical insights and
render structure property evolution information for plasticity and shearing mechanisms.
The contributions of this dissertation include: (1) Comprehensive understanding of the
plasticity and shearing mechanisms between the nickel penetrator and copper target under high strain rates; (2) Development of a multiscale methodology of a nickel penetrator
striking a copper plate by employing macroscale simulations and atomistic simulations to
render structure property evolution information ; (3) An essential description of how differ-

1

ent crystal orientations, size scales, and penetration velocities affect the plasticity, shearing
and damage mechanisms of singe crystal copper.

1.2

Intellectual Merit
The proposed research is notable and transformative because it addresses the important

need and challenge to understand the plasticity, shearing and damage mechanisms of single
crystal copper that govern engineering material behaviors during impact and perforation.
Specifically, the intellectual merit relates to the interpretation of multiscale simulation in
understanding the relationship between the microstructural and the global impact and perforation mechanisms of metallic (FCC) materials. This fundamental area of structural
impact and material science currently hardly to achieve experimental observations and
comparison with computational studies at multi-length scales. Theories will be developed
for the plasticity mechanisms of metallic materials under different penetration velocities,
size scales, and crystal orientations, which will greatly enhance the predictive capabilities
of impact and perforation behaviors of the impacted materials in a generic sense.

1.3

Broader Impacts
The plasticity, shearing and damage mechanisms of copper and nickel can be utilized

to investigate the similar metals’ characteristics and properties. The understanding of material science and engineering and computational modeling at multiscale combined with
impact tests at macroscale, will jointly have far reaching applications in investigation of
mechanical properties of existing metallic materials and development of new materials and
structures with enhanced impact resistance and ballistic performances. The insights on the
2

relationship between microstructure and global impact and perforation mechanisms are instrumental in providing directions for the futuristic design of advanced impact-resistant
materials and predicting the crashworthiness of existing engineering structures. Industries
that will benefit from the proposed research include automotive, aerospace, construction,
ocean engineering, and military.

1.4

Backgroud
In order to form a substantial background for this study, a profound literature review

was carried out based on following areas: history of penetrator; high strain rate performance of copper and nickel; atomistic modeling of copper and nickel; multiscale modeling
for penetration between nickel and copper.

1.4.1

History of Penetrator and Target Interaction

High velocity impact and penetration problems include large deformation, explosion,
high strain rate dependent nonlinear material behavior and fragmentation, and damage.
Therefore, they have been a considerable research topic critical to the development of civil
and military ballistic protection systems. During the past 12 years, substantial efforts have
been launched in order to physically understand and mathematically describe the plasticity
and damage mechanisms that govern the penetration behavior of metallic materials [112]. Among the previous studies, a seamless combination of experimental [1, 2, 5, 6,
8-11], numerical [1, 3-7, 10, 12], and analytical methods [1, 5, 9] have been applied to
describe the mechanical behavior of metallic materials during the high velocity impact and
penetration at both continuum and atomistic scales.
3

Targets and projectiles in most previous impact and penetration researches are made of
alloys. However, compared to steels [4, 6, 7, 10], aluminum alloys [1, 2, 5], titanium alloys
[8, 11, 12] and other metallic materials [3, 9], a description of the mechanical behavior of
pure ductile metals such as Cu during the high velocity penetration still remains blank. It
is well known that the material properties are strongly influenced by its microstructures.
Arzt [13] discussed the grain size effects on material properties due to microstructural and
dimensional constraints. As for Cu, Meyers et al. [14] inspected the effect of grain size of
Cu subjected to high-strain-rate plastic deformation in a special experimental arrangement.
The grain size effect on material impact behavior was also discussed by Dirras [15]. In
his study, polycrystalline Zn was deformed by direct impact Hopkinson pressure bar at a
velocity of 29 m/s and the effect of grain size on the material impact behavior was observed
through EBSD micrographs and TEM images. Unfortunately, an investigation of grain size
effect of Cu on its mechanical behavior during high velocity penetration is still absent.
Ductile fracture is often considered as the consequence of the accumulation of plasticity
damage. The formation of shear lips as well as the slant fracture are predicted Liang [16]. It
is concerned with the application of a developed plasticity theory incorporates the pressure
sensitivity and the lode angle dependence into a nonlinear damage rule and the material
deterioration. The simulations involved the crack initiation and propagation in compact
tension showed the good agreement with experiments. Failure of generally ductile material
sometime is associated with the onset of localized plastic deformation along narrow shear
bands. Anderson [17] developed a constitutive relationship for simple shear of an elasticplastic material containing a periodic array of cracks. The effect of nonuniform crack
4

distributions on localization behavior is studied in his research by determining the critical
conditions for which the stress strain in a band of cracks becomes unbonded relative to that
in the surrounding, uncracked material.
Tvergaard [18], on the other hand, analyzed the failure in a round tensile test specimen
based on a set of elastic-plastic constitutive relationship that account for the nucleation
and growth of micro-voids. In his analysis, there was no voids initially in the material,
but high voidage developed in the center of the neck where the hydrostatic tension peaks,
leading to the formation of a macroscopic crack as the material stress carrying capacity
vanishes. Mixed mode is very important which occurs in many interfacial fracture problems due to asymmetry in loading and elastic properties across the interface. In Mixed
mode, both normal and shear stress act across the interface ahead of the tip of the interfacial crack, and both opening and shearing displacements happen on the crack faces behind
the tip. Hutchinson [19] emphasized that the main difference between interfacial fracture
mechanics and fracture mechanics for isotropic homogeneous material is the toughness in
the opening mode. He also proposed the interfacial fracture in two-dimensional geometries
involves opening as the mode 1 and shearing mode as the mode 2 stress intensity factors,
and one must follow for a toughness characterization which, in general, is a function of the
relative amounts of mode 1 and mode 2. Stress triaxiality is the basis for characterizing the
critical strain in ductile fracture which is highlighted by experimental evidence.

5

1.4.2

High Strain Rate of Copper and Nickel

High strain rate plastic deformation and damage represents a wide spectrum of highly
important problems in solid mechanics, such as shock loading, high speed punching, and
stamping, ballistic penetration, and spallation. To understand the high strain rate performance and impact and penetration behaviors of nickel and copper, many researchers
have conducted an amount of studies using computational, experimental, and analytical
approaches.
Based on the dynamic Hopkinson plastic deformation technique, Gubicza et al. [20]
proposed that there is a transition in the mechanisms which determine the flow stress during the impact test since a polycrystalline coarse-grained Ni was deformed plastically to
the strain of 1.2 at different strain rates. Rawat et al. [21] used a crystal plasticity model
based on the theory of thermally activated motion of dislocations to describe the influence
of texture and initial orientation on the material response at high strain rates. Dosta et al.
[22] studies the plastic deformation phenomena in ductile substrates during cold spraydeposition of WC-Co and inspected by the way of Metallographic inspection and through
thickness nano-hardness profiling. Tang et al. [23] conducted dislocation dynamics (DD)
simulations of Fe periodic single crystals under tensile load at several high strain rates and
temperatures. Jerry C and McCauley [24] proposed a new model is presented that examines the effect of grain-boundary microcracking on cone cracking through shear-induced
dilatancy (i.e., bulking) within the quasiplastic zone that forms just underneath the impact
site. Dirras et al. [25] discovered that deformed by direct impact Hopkinson pressure bar at
a velocity of 29 m/s, transmission electron microscopy investigations showed a significant
6

dislocation density in the large-grained area while in the fine-grained rim the dislocation
density was negligible of the Polycrystalline Zn. Liu et al. [26] studied the response of
sandwich panels with aluminum (AL) foam core and metal fiber laminate (FML) skins
under high velocity impact, which is simulated by Gas gun impact.
Experiments were conducted to analyze the mechanical behavior as well. In order to
investigate diffusive transformation of 2195-T6 aluminum lithium alloy at high strain rate,
Yang et al. [27] explained the transformation and the microstructure evolution based on the
thermodynamics and kinetics and the observation from transmission electron microscope
(TEM). Xie and Chen [28] investigated the process of cold sprayed Ni particles depositing
onto stainless steels and aluminum substrates by means of detaching the as-sprayed particle
from the substrate in order to obtain the fractured contact surface. Yin et al. [29] examined
the multi-particle impact process in cold spraying of copper material by different methods,
the difference of each method was compared as well. Peter King et al. [30] studied the
process of copper particles cold sprayed onto commercial purity (CP) aluminum and alloy
7050-T7451 under different substrate hardness and temperature.
Furthermore, several researchers tried to explain the impact and penetration process
from different scales. For instance, Barton et al. [31] presented a multiscale strength
model in which strength depends on pressure, strain rate, temperature, and evolving dislocation density spanning from the atomistic level to the continuum level. In reference [32],
multiscale dislocation dynamics plasticity (MDDP) calculations are carried out to simulate the mechanical response of copper single crystals that have undergone shock loading
at high strain rates, showing good agreement with recent experimental findings. Li et al.
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[33] studied the mechanical behavior of a single phase (FCC) high-entropy alloy (HEA)
in the low and high strain-rate regimes with multiple strengthening mechanisms. In order
to determine the ballistic performance of an armor, Kilic et al. [34] suggested a method
combining finite element methods and artificial neural network tools.

1.4.3

Atomistic modeling of Copper and Nickel Impact

As developed by Horstemeyer and Baskes [35, 36], molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with embedded atom method (EAM) implemented has been extensively applied for
modeling single- and poly-crystal metals at atomistic scale to predict their nanomechanical
behavior and derive nanomechanisms of those materials. A number of atomistic models
for Cu and Ni had been developed in previous studies for the purpose of interpreting their
properties based on the materials nanomechanisms and nanomechanical behavior derived
from the MD simulations. Pei et al. [37] carried out MD simulations to study the nanometric cutting of copper. In their approach, the many-body EAM potential had been used
for the atoms’ interactions in the copper workpiece.
The interaction between Ni and Cu during nanoindentation tests were studied by Saraev
and Miller using atomic scale simulations [38]. In their research, MD simulations were
used to elucidate details of plastic deformation and the underlying deformation mechanisms during nanoindentation of thin-copper films with epitaxial nickel coatings. Several
deformation mechanisms, such as dislocation pile-up on the interface, dislocation crossslip and movement of misfit dislocations, were observed. Despite the numerous efforts
in applying MD simulations to study the nanomechanisms of single crystal of materials
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and correlate them to their global mechanical behaviors and properties, there is only a few
studies focusing on modeling and simulation of high velocity penetration at nanoscale.
Higginbotham et al. [39] presented atomistic MD simulations of impact of copper nano
particles at 5 km/s on copper films ranging in thickness from 0.5 to 4 times the projectile diameter. Both penetration and cratering regimes were accessed with final cratering
morphologies showing considerable similarity to experimental impacts on micron and millimeter scales. Ruestes et al. [40] carried out indentation simulations for tantalum using
three different interatomic potentials at large strains and presented the defect mechanisms
responsible for the creation and expansion of plastic deformation zone and the relationship
among the indenter diameter, penetration velocity, and penetration depth.
Based on the results from the literature review, we are encouraged by the fundamental
work that the other researchers have done for Ni-Cu penetration and recognize that the
direct experimental observations are hardly achieved. we are motivated to work to achieve
the understanding of relationship between the microstructure and the global impact and
perforation mechanisms of metallic (FCC) material by utilizing the multiscale study. Findings of this study will strengthen and advance the current knowledge of multiscale study
of nickel penetrator striking by a copper plate under vey high strain rate by filling following gaps: (1) Molecular dynamics modeling and simulations of high velocity penetration
between two FCC metals; (2) crystal orientation effect of a FCC metal on its penetration
mechanism; (3) size scale effect of a FCC metal on its damage mechanism; (4) penetration
velocity associated with strain rate effect of a FCC metal on its plasticity and shear mechanism. The interatomic bonds of both Cu and Ni atoms are defined using the Modified
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Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) potential since it (along with its modified versions) offers a good balance between accuracy and computational cost, according to a large number
of previous studies [35-36, 41, 42, 43].

1.4.4

Multiscale Modeling for Penetration between Nickel and Copper

The concept of Integrated computational material engineering (ICME) occurs from the
simulation based design methodology in that a hierarchical multiscale modeling method
is utilized. The multiscale modeling integrates material models and structure-property relationships which combines the experiments and simulations. Horstemeyer [44] reviewed
the various multiscale mythologies related to solid materials and the associated experimental influences, the different effects of multiscale modeling on various disciplines, and
multiscale modeling design examples.
Linking the finite element method (FEM) at the continuum scale and the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at the atomistic scale, a multiscale computational was established
for the penetrarion between nickel and copper and then used for predicting the plasticity, damage mechanisims, and high strain rate performance of the copper plate. The Key
ponits of the multiscale methodology is the upscaling and downscaling. Upscaling means a
bottom-up approach in that the simulations are conducted at certain scale and thr resutls are
passed to th next higher scale. On the contrary, a top-down approach, named downscaling
starts at continumn level and get to the lower length scale. Figure 1.1 shows a multiscale
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approach for the copper plate penetrated by a nickel projectile in which includes electronic
scale, nanoscale, mircroscale, mesocale, and marcroscale.
At the electronic scale, the Density Functional Theory (DFT) are utilized to calulcutate the cohesive energy, lattice parameter, Bulk moduli, etc. At the nanoscale, molecular
dynamics simulations and Modifed Embedded Atom method (MEAM) potential are employed so that the various mechanisms can be observed in the atomistic level simulation
and the nanomechnics of plasiticity can be studied. The results from this scale can be
used for upscaling for dislocation dynamics simulations, crystal plasticity, and macroscael
interal state variable. For the microscale, the dislocation dynamics (DD) method is used
for modeling copper plascity. The deformation is governed by dislocation motion and resulting interaction as well as other microstrucure featrues. Mesoscale is very important in
the multiscale modeling strategy and the key connection for downscaling is hardening rules
and associated constants. At the macroscale, the mircrostructure-based ISV plasticity damage model of aluminum are utilized to run as the case study and the Johnson-Cook model
are served as the comparable one. This dissertation focus on the computational simulation
at macroscael and nanoscale which is circled and marked in black in Figure 1.1.

1.5

Dissertation Structure
Chapter I represents a broad overview of the intellectual merit, broader impacts and a

general literature review of the topics to be covered which are history of penetrator and
target interactions, high strain rate of copper and nickel, atomistic modeling of copper and
nickel impact, and multiscale modeling for penetration between nickel and copper.
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Figure 1.1
Multiscale modeling for copper plate penetrated by nickel projectile
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Chapter II and Chapter III shows separate introductions which directly relates to the
work presented within each chapter. Chapter II describes the preliminary computational
and experimental work at macroscale which includes the experiment study of an aluminum
target penetrated by a spherical projectile, a comparison computational study with two
models for penetration of aluminum, and a computational investigation of high velocity
penetration of copper subjected to impact form nickel projectiles.
Chapter 2.2 describes that a high velocity penetration experimental between an aluminum sphere and a square aluminum plate is carried out to provide data for depicting
the penetration process and behavior of both projectile and target at multi-length scales.
Residual stress patterns of the plate’s surface before and after penetration are recorded and
compared through X-ray diffraction (XRD). Effects of the penetration on microstructure of
the Al plate and the material’s microstructural evolution are also illustrated through SEM.
Chapter 2.3 introduces a developed microstructure-based internal state variable (ISV)
plasticity damage model which is for the first time used for simulating penetration mechanics of aluminum to find out its penetration properties. The present ISV damage model
offers some advantages over empirical models and could be the most powerful tool in predicting the damage behavior of materials. To demonstrate the reliability of the presented
ISV model, that model is applied for studying penetration mechanics of aluminum and
the numerical results are validated by comparing with simulation results yielded from the
Johnson-Cook model as well as analytical results calculated from an existing theoretical
model.
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In Chapter 2.4, a computational simulation of penetration between nickel projectile and
copper plate with high velocity in macro scale has been built. It is the first time a comprehensive investigation of penetration between these two materials. A threshold velocity
between a nickel projectile and a copper plate is determined by mathematical equation.
ABAQUS/Explicit is used to verify this threshold velocity by setting different velocities
under the same condition and displaying visual animation of penetration results. Johncook model has been chosen to represent two material plastic behaviors. The shapes of
penetrator and target are chosen in order to expose penetration procedure and phenomena.
Chapter III provides a computational study to investigate effects of crystal orientation,
size scale, and strain rate on plasticity and damage of copper crystal at atomic scale. In this
chapter, a single crystal copper model is created as a target, which is struck and penetrated
by a single crystal nickel. Three orientations, single slip system [1 0 1, 1 2 -1, -1 1 1],
double slip system [1 1 2, 1 1 0, 1 1 -1], and octal slip system [1 0 0, 0 1 0, 0 0 1], are
applied to the copper crystal. Their effects on plasticity and damage behavior of the single
crystal copper are studied and compared using molecular dynamics simulations. Modified
Embedded Atom Method potentials are applied to determine the pair interactions between
the copper and nickel atoms. The ballistic limit, stress history and strain history curves
of copper plates, areas of holes of copper plate, and fragment size distribution are also
investigated for the plasticity and damage mechanism of penetrated copper plates.
Chapter V demonstrates the general conclusion of this research and points the directions for the further research.
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CHAPTER II
PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK AT
MACROSCALE

2.1

Introduction
The phenomena of high velocity impact, damage and penetration of materials at dif-

ferent length scales are of interest in many applications including munitions-target interactions, geological impact dynamics, shock processing of powders, outer space explosions,
etc., and are of great importance to many industrial, automotive, aerospace and defense applications. Due to the importance of such problems, a large amount of previous researches
have been conducted to investigate the impact and perforation of materials at different impact scenarios and multi-length scales. In those studies, experimental analyses are used
as a critical tool in finding and describing multi-scale mechanical behavior of the materials during the high velocity impact and penetration process. A variety of experimental
schemes and methods have been developed and applied for such area. In this chapter, the
experimental study of high velocity penetration of an aluminum target plate by a spherical projectile has been investigated in order to depict the penetration process and behavior
of both projectile and target at multi length. Effects of the penetration on microstructure
of the Al plate and the material’s microstructural evolution are also illustrated through
SEM. Important Physical features of the penetration phenomena are observed from the
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penetration tests. A good understanding of Al-Al penetration mechanism can therefore
be achieved from the experimental study, along which a standard experimental procedure
can be established for investigating plasticity mechanisms that govern engineering material
penetration.
Meanwhile, a developed microstructure-based internal state variable (ISV) plasticity
damage model is for the first time used for simulating penetration mechanics of aluminum
to find out its penetration properties. The ISV damage model tries to explain the interplay
between physics at different length scales that governs the failure and damage mechanisms of materials by linking the macroscopic failure and damage behavior of the materials with their micromechanical performance. Within the continuum modeling framework,
microstructural features of materials are represented using a set of ISV’s, and rate equations are employed to depict damage history and evolution of the materials. The present
ISV damage model offers some advantages over empirical models and could be the most
powerful tool in predicting the damage behavior of materials which have not been often
used for real testing as well as in simulating conceptual damage processes which cannot
be tested through experiments with our current capacity. To demonstrate the reliability
of the presented ISV model, that model is applied for studying penetration mechanics of
aluminum and the numerical results are validated by comparing with simulation results
yielded from the Johnson-Cook model as well as analytical results calculated from an existing theoretical model.
After utilizing the aluminum as an example to demonstrate the computational modeling
and simulation of penetration process and compare with the experiment results, a compu16

tational simulation of penetration between nickel projectile and copper plate with high
velocity in macro scale has been built. It is the first time a comprehensive investigation of
penetration between these two materials. A threshold velocity between a nickel projectile
and a copper plate is determined by mathematical equation in this study. ABAQUS/Explicit
is used to verify this threshold velocity by setting different velocities under the same condition and displaying visual animation of penetration results. The shapes of penetrator and
target are shown in Figure 2.16 to Figure 2.20 with the purpose of exposing penetration
procedure and phenomena. Stress patterns and perforation features are adopted to make a
good understanding of Ni-Cu penetration mechanism from computational study. The combination of the experimental study and computational simulation renders a comprehensive
understanding of penetration process between metals under very high strain rate. In particular, the chapter 2.4 provides a substantial benchmark for the penetration mechanism of
the copper plate striking by a nickel projectile with a high strain rate.

2.2

Experimental Study of High Velocity Penetration of an Aluminum Target Plate
by a Spherical Projectile

2.2.1

Introduction

The phenomena of high velocity impact, damage and penetration of materials at different length scales are of interest in many applications including munitions-target interactions, geological impact dynamics, shock processing of powders, outer space explosions,
etc, and are of great importance to many industrial, automotive, aerospace and defense ap17

plications. Due to the importance of such problems, a large amount of previous researches
have been conducted to investigate the impact and perforation of materials at different impact scenarios and multi-length scales. In those studies, experimental analyses are used
as a critical tool in finding and describing multi-scale mechanical behavior of the materials during the high velocity impact and penetration process. A variety of experimental
schemes and methods have been developed and applied for such area. In the high speed
penetration problems (with initial velocity ≥ 100 m/s and the corresponding strain rate
at the scale of 105 /s or even higher), such high initial speed is usually achieved through
gas gun systems [1]. Manes et al. [2] performed experimental simulations to study the
ballistic resistance of 6061-T6 aluminum plates subjected to a normal impact of small caliber armor piercing bullets. The set-up of their experimental ballistic tests consisted in
a conventional gun followed by laser detectors to measure the projectiles initial velocity,
which could reach at 771 m/s. In addition, an up to 20,000 fps high-velocity, HV, camera,
was used to record the impact phenomenon. Borvik et al. [3] conducted an experimental study to understand the mechanisms and dominant parameters for ogive-nose rods and
7.62 mm APM2 bullets that perforate 5083-H116 aluminum armor plates. The ogive-nose
hard steel rods were launched with a gas gun to striking velocities between 230-370 m/s.
The 7.62-mm-diameter APM2 bullets were fired from a rifle to striking velocities between
480-950 m/s. Striking and residual velocities were measured with laser optical devices
and the overall perforation process was photographed with a high-speed video camera.
Other reviewed experimental investigations in such area include the study of penetration
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mechanics of steel targets [4], ballistic tests of ceramic armor materials [5], penetration of
homogeneous, segmented and telescopic projectiles into alumina targets [6], and so on.
Aforementioned experimental techniques allow researchers to observe material impact
response and penetration behavior at macroscopic scale. However, in order to obtain a
complete understanding of the material impact and perforation mechanism, the global mechanical behavior has to be correlated with and explained through the material microstructural changes and evolution at micro-scale through XRD, SEM, and TEM [7, 8]. This
paper follows the aforementioned work to present an experimental investigation on high
velocity penetration of a 2017 Al sphere into an 6061 Al target plate. The objective of this
study is to achieve a complete description of the penetration process and behavior of the
target. Experimental techniques which can be applied for studying material penetration
mechanisms are reviewed and presented through this study.

2.2.2

Pre-Penetration XRD and SEM Analysis

The test sample is a 90 mm × 90 mm square 6061 Al plate with a thickness of 1
mm. Before the penetration test, its microstructure and strain pattern are first inspected
through XRD and SEM to record its microstructural status before the penetration. The
XRD analysis was conducted Institute for Imaging and Analytical Technologies (i2AT) at
Mississippi State University (MSU) on a SmartLab X-ray diffractometer. From the image,
mean grain size of the sample material and strain pattern on the sample surface can be
qualitatively determined. The SEM analysis was performed on a Zeiss-variable pressure
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SEM at the Center of Advanced Vehicular Systems (CAVS) at MSU. As measured from
Figure 2.1, the average grain size of the material before penetration is estimated as 16 µm.
The average crystallite size can be estimated using Scherrer’s formula:

τ=

Kλ
βcosΘ

(2.1)

where τ is the mean grain size; K is a dimensionless shape factor that varies between
0.9 and 0.94; λ is the X-ray wavelength, which is 1.54 nm in the present study; β is the line
broadening at half of the maximum intensity (FWHM), after subtracting the instrumental
line broadening (radian); and Θ is the Bragg angle. Before the penetration test, β = 0.006,
Θ = 41o , assuming K = 0.9 and the average grain size can be estimated as 17 µm, which is
very close to the value measured from SEM.

Figure 2.1
6061 Al grains before penetration test
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2.2.3

Penetration Test

The Al target is then penetrated by a 1 mm-diameter 2017 Al sphere on a two-stage hypervelocity gas gun system (Figure 2.2) in the Hypervelocity Impact Laboratory in the Department of Aerospace Engineering. In this test, the penetrator impacts and passes through
the target plate at 3.86 km/s. After penetrating the target, the sphere is absorbed by a witness plate, along with fragments produced during the penetration process. For accuracy
and consistency, the same penetration is repeated twice. As shown from Figure 2.3, during
the penetration, the diameters of both entry and exit holes reached 2 mm even the diameter
of the sphere is only 1 mm. The exit holes are a little bit larger than the entry holes because
the sphere causes very thin petals with a slight melting effect at the exit side. Fragments
are generated during the penetration process, which are absorbed by a witness plate, which
is installed behind the target plate with a distance of 18.5 mm. It can be deduced from
Figure 2.4 that the fragments spread on the witness plate over a range of radius 10 mm.
Permanent dents are also observed on back side of the witness plate, which suggest that
the residual velocities of the projector and the fragments are still high. A closer and more
accurate look on the entry hole is obtained through SEM, as will be related in next section.

Figure 2.2
Two-stage hypervelocity gas gun system
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Figure 2.3
Entry and exit holes for the penetration test (a) entry hole (b) exit hole
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Figure 2.4
Front and back side of witness plate after the test
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Figure 2.5
Comparison of X-ray patterns before and after penetration

2.2.4

Post-Penetration Analysis

The penetrated Al sample is then sent for XRD and SEM analyses. Figure 2.5 compares
the X-ray patterns obtained before (lower curve) and after (upper curve) the penetration.
From the data output it can be seen that after the test, β increased from 0.06 to 0.07,
therefore the average grain size of the penetrated Al sample is estimated about 15.5 µm
using Eqn.(1), which is slightly smaller than that of the original Al sample. As also can
be deduced from Figure 2.5, the residual stress on the surface of the Al sample changed
during the penetration process is very small because the positions of five peaks of the two
XRD plots are almost the same by comparing the two plots.
Figure 2.6 further characterizes the entry hole and validates the rough estimation of
its size made based on macroscopic scale. As indicated in that figure, the inside diameter
of the entry hole varies between 2.126 mm to 2.280 mm, which can be considered as a
circular hole. The outside diameter of the hole (adding the size of the petal) is from 3.317
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mm to 3.409 mm, which can also be approximated as a circle. The maximum width of
the formed petal is 665.0 µm while the minimum width of the formed petal is only 297.5
µm. Such different petal widths measured around the entry hole indicated non-uniform
material property and imperfect texture of the sample, which cannot be captured through
computer modeling and simulation, which always assumes the same properties and same
microstructure over the entire sample surface and a perfect original shape.

Figure 2.6
Characterization of the entry hole

Plastic formation of the petals and failure modes caused during the penetration can be
clearly viewed through Figure 2.7. From that figure, different modes, plastic deformation,
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scratches, cracks, serious cracks and fragments are found. Excess material blown out
through the penetration process distributes in a region close to the entry hole. Average size
of the grains in the regions close to the entry hole was measured as 7.5 µm, which is less
than half of the initial size of 16 µm. When the sphere penetrated through the target plate,
the penetrating sphere drastically pressing and squeezing the grains close to the impact
zone, which causes such dramatic shrinkages in the grain size, as observed from Figure 2.8
However, the grains of the area which is far from the impact zone are less affected by such
penetration. This is why the average grain sizes estimated from XRD before and after the
penetration test are close to each other. XRD analysis measure the average grain size all
over the sample while SEM images allow us to measure the grain size in the area that is
close to impact zone only. Moreover, it can be found from Figure 2.8 that such penetration
caused many tiny holes, which are dissipated along the grain boundaries.

2.2.5

Discussion and Conclusions

A hypervelocity penetration test is carried out in this study, where a spherical aluminum
projector penetrates a 6061 Al plate at an impact velocity of 3.86 km/s. SEM and XRD
analyses are performed before and after the penetration test to find out how the hypervelocity penetration affect the microstructure of the sample material. The size and shape of
the entry hole are inspected at macroscopic and microscopic scales. It was found that a 1
mm-diameter sphere caused an entry hole and an exit hole with diameter larger than 2 mm.
The melting effect at the exit side suggests a thermos-mechanical coupling effect during
this penetration process. Sizes of the entry hole and the petals formed during the penetra26

Figure 2.7
SEM image of petals and failure modes
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Figure 2.8
Holes along grain boundaries

tion were measured from SEM images. A variety of deformation pattern and failure modes
such as plastic deformation, scratch, crack, and fragments are also observed from those
images. SEM images shows that due to the fierce pressing and squeezing effects when the
sphere projector penetrated through the target, the average grain size of 6061 Al in the area
close to the impact zone significantly reduced from 16 µm to 7.5 µm. However, the grains
in the area far from the impact zone were nearly affected by the penetration. Comparison
of X-ray patterns before and after the penetration suggests few changes in both average
grain size and residual surface stress of the sample. This is because that the average X-ray
grain size was obtained based on scanning the entire sample surface rather than the area
close to and around the entry hole only.
With the presented experimental procedure, in the future it is expected that with the
addition of a high-speed camera, strain gages, and load cells, a clearer description of the
penetration process can be achieved by measuring impact force, residual velocity, residual
stress, and observing evolution of interface between the projector and the target plate along
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its thickness. Nevertheless, the multiscale experimental study presented here provides a
benchmark for forthcoming modeling and simulation work and will be used to explain
the mechanisms that governing the penetration behavior of metallic materials. Thus, the
experimental procedure employed in this study can be developed and applied for impact
and penetration analyses of other materials at a wide range of impact velocity. The presented experimental method can be combined with computational and analytical methods
to achieve a complete understanding of the mechanisms that govern the plasticity and failure of materials during high velocity penetration problem as well as other high strain rate
problems.

2.3

Application of a Microstructure-Based ISV Plasticity Damage Model to Study
Penetration Mechanics of Metals and Validation Through Penetration Study of
Aluminum

2.3.1

Introduction

High-speed impact and penetration problems include large deformation, erosion, high
strain rate dependent nonlinear material behavior and fragmentation. Therefore, they have
been a considerable research topic critical to the development of civil and military ballistic
protection systems. Besides experimental approaches, use of scalable computers provides
a promising, safe, and cost effective approach to investigate the high-rate damage process
and evaluate material behavior during those processes while minimizing the need of actual
expensive and destructive damage tests. Thus, it is imperative to develop very effective
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constitutive and computational models and approaches that can correctly predict strength,
damage initiation, and failure progression of materials during high-rate damage.
Since 1980’s, a variety of constitutive models have been developed to model failure
mechanics of materials and the damage processes. Among these models, the JohnsonCook (JC) constitutive model first presented in 1983 [9, 10] and its modified versions are
being integrated into commercial finite element analysis (FEA) solvers such as LS-DYNA
and ABAQUS for simulation of the high-rate damage process including high-speed impact
and penetration. As a purely empirical, temperature and strain-rate dependent model, the
JC model is the most widely used model for computational study of penetration mechanics of different metallic materials. For example, it was employed by Dey and Borvik [11]
for assessing the ballistic perforation resistance of double-layered steel plates impacted
by blunt and ogival projectiles. Kilic and Ekici [12] determined ballistic limit of 500 HB
armor steel against 7.62 mm hardened steel core ammunition using the JC model implemented into LS-DYNA and validated their results by comparing to experimental data. In
their study, the threshold penetration velocity for the bullet to penetrate a steel plate with
12.4 mm yielded from the JC model was found about 775 m/s, while the experimental
data is 782 m/s, which are very close to each other. Manes et al. [13] studied the ballistic resistance of 6061-T6 aluminum plates subjected to a normal impact of small caliber
armor piercing bullets using this model through both LS-DYNA and ABAQUS solver. Following the same approach, the researchers also studied the impact response of aluminum
tubes subjected to impact of soft-core ball projectiles [14]. Zhang et al. used the JC theory to model titanium alloy TC4 and evaluated its ballistic penetration resistance through
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LS-DYNA [15]. Dou et al. also employed the JC model to capture the plasticity damage
of a copper target plate penetrated by a nickel projectile and predicted its ballistic velocity [16]. Besides the penetration of single-layered plates, the JC model was also used by
Flores-Johnson et al. for numerical investigation of the ballistic performance of doubleand triple-layered metallic plates made of either steel or aluminum impacted by a 7.62 mm
APM2 projectile in a velocity range of 775-950 m/s [17]. All the previous studies verified
that, for commonly used impact protection and energy absorption metallic materials such
as steels, aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, etc., the JC model is an accurate and effective
numerical tool to simulate their high-speed impact and penetration process. During the
past 20-30 years, substantial effort has been invested in order to physically understand and
mathematically describe the plasticity mechanisms that govern the penetration behavior
of materials and to develop physically-based material models based on those understandings. Among the developed physically-based models, a microstructure-based internal state
variable (ISV) plasticity damage model, Bammann-Chiesa-Johnson (BCJ) plasticity model
[18], has been growing to a promising method for damage mechanics modeling and simulation. The BCJ model was later modified to include pore nucleation, pore growth, and
pore coalescence evolution equations to account for stress state dependent damage evolution and to include the heterogeneities of microstructure for damage progression and
failure analysis. The modified model has been successfully calibrated and applied for capturing the plasticity-damage evolution for a large variety of metallic alloys under different
strain rates and loading conditions. One virtue of this study is to extend application of the
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developed ISV damage model for simulation of high-speed penetration process of metals,
in which the strain rate can reach up to ∼ 109 s.
In order to validate this ISV damage model, it is employed to study the penetration
mechanics of aluminum (Al) and the simulation results will be compared with those generated from the JC model, which has been proved to be correct by many previous studies.
As a most-used metal, Al has been thoroughly tested in high-speed penetration tests and
its penetration behavior has been observed from many previous tests [19]. Based on the
large amount of experimental data, an analytical model of high accuracy was presented by
Rosenberg and Forrestal [20] and verified by Piekutowski [21] to be able to correctly predict the penetration performance of Al. Therefore, the numerical results calculated from
the ISV damage model will again be compared with the analytical results to further validate
its applicability for high-speed penetration study.

2.3.2

Johnson-Cook Model

The JC model describes constitutive relations of materials from their stress-strain behavior with strain-rate dependence and even temperature sensitivity. Verified by previous
experimental-computational studies, the JC constitutive model is best suited for modeling
materials that are subjected to high strain rate deformation, as shown in Equation (2.2):
σ = [A + B(εp )n ][1 + Cln(

T − τa m
εp
)][1 − (
) ]
ε0
Tf − Ta

(2.2)

In Equation (2.2), A is the elastic limit; B and n are the characteristic constants of the
hardening behavior; C denotes the sensitivity to the strain rate; is the reference strain rate
(typically set to 1/s); and represent the plastic strain and plastic strain rate, respectively; T,
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Ta , Tf are respectively the actual temperature, room temperature (293K), and the melting
absolute temperature; m is a material constant for the temperature tendency. As demonstrated by Kilic and Ekici [11], the constants A, B, and n have to be measured and calibrated
through a series of tensile tests. The constants C and n have to be decided through a set of
split Hopkinson pressure bar tests. Within the JC model framework, the impact and penetration on ductile metal is reliably predicted by the accumulated equivalent plastic strain;
therefore, the JC damage model predicts the failure and damage of materials based on their
plastic strain. In that model, the equivalent strain to fracture εf is defined by
εf = [D1 + D2 exp(D3

ε˙p
σH
)][1 + ]D4 [1 + D5 T ∗ ]
σvm
ε˙0

(2.3)

where D1 to D5 are the material constants, σh is the hydrostatic stress, σvm is the Von Mises
equivalent stress, σh /σvm represents stress taxability, and T ∗ is the homologous temperature. Bao-Wierzbicki (B-W) criterion [22] is selected as the failure criterion because such
criterion can describe the failure onset at different stress triaxiality with good accuracy and
reduced computational efforts. It is assumed that the selected B-W criterion to be uncoupled from the constitutive model (Equation (2.2)). The failure condition will be checked at
each step for each finite element outside the algorithm of the stress and strain calculation.
Equation (2.4) displays the criterion, where a damage parameter ωD (referred to each finite
element) is based on a cumulative law and grows as a function of the accumulated plastic
strain as
Z
ωD (εp ) =
0

εp

dεp
σh
εf ( σv m , ε˙p , T )
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(2.4)

where εf is the strain at failure as defined in Equation (2.3), which is a function of the
absolute temperature T, the plastic strain rate, and the stress triaxiality σh /σvm . By adopting
such criterion, the damage is not coupled with the JC constitutive model and there is no
effect on the analysis before ωD reaches the critical value (conventionally calibrated at 1).
During the simulation, an element is damaged when ωD = 1 and failed elements suddenly
fail and completely lose their load-carrying capability. The failed elements and related
nodes are therefore removed from the analysis.
The JC constitutive and damage models are combined with the B-W failure criterion to
jointly provide a framework for penetration modeling and simulation. The accuracy of such
framework had been validated by Kilic and Ekici in literature [12]. In their study, the same
formulation (Eqns. (2.1-2.3)) was used to investigate ballistic resistance of high hardness
armor steels against 7.62mm armor piercing ammunition. The numerical results agreed
very well with the experimental data. For example, according to their simulation results,
the ballistic limit velocity for the 12.4mm-thick armor steel plate was found about 775m/s,
while that velocity was measured as 782m/s from ballistic tests conducted by Demir et al.
[23], which are very close. Therefore, it should be convincing that the simulation results
yielded from the JC model can be used as a benchmark to validate the accuracy of the
present microstructure-based ISV model in modeling and computing damage behavior of
materials during the high-speed penetration process.
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2.3.3

The Microstructure-Based ISV Plasticity Damage Model

In the revised BCJ model, a set of ISV rate equations are cast in a continuum frame
work to model void nucleation, growth, and coalescence during the damage process of
materials. The framework of this microstructure-based ISV model is described as follows.
o

σ = λ(1 − φ)tr(De )I + 2µ(1 − φ)Dp − (

φ̇
)σ
1−φ

(2.5)
o

In above equation the Cauchy stress and its co-rotational rate are denoted by σ and σ ,
respectively; φ is an ISV that indicates the damage state with φ̇ representing its variation
with respect to time; λ and µ are the elastic Lame constants; De is the elastic deformation
tensor; and I is the second-order identity tensor. The underscore symbol indicates a second rank tensor. φ equals 0 indicates that there is no damage in the material, while when
φ reaches 1 means that the material or structural components has fully failed. In Equation (2.6), De and φ̇ are the unknown terms. For a simple material model, it is assumed
that De = D − Dp , where Dp is an ISV representing the plastic deformation tensor, which
is given as
Dp = f (T ) × sinh {

kσ 0 − αk − [R + Y (T )](1 − φ) σ 0 − α
} 0
V (T )(1 − φ)
kσ − αk

(2.6)

where σ 0 is the deviatoric part of stress tensor; T is the absolute temperature; α is the
kinematic hardening (an ISV identifying the effect of anisotropic dislocation density); and
R is the isotropic hardening (an ISV identifying the effect of global dislocation density).
Functions V(T), Y(T), and f(T) are related to yielding with Arrhenius-type temperature
dependence. Specifically, V(T) determines the magnitude of rate dependence on yielding,
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f(T) determines when the rate dependence affects initial yielding, and Y(T) is the rateindependent yield stress. Equation (2.7) gives forms for those functions as
V (T ) = c1 e(−c2 /T ) , Y (T ) = c3 e( − c4 /T ), V (T ) = c5 e(−c6 /T )

(2.7)

where C1 to C6 are material parameters related to the yield stress, which can be calibrated
from isothermal compression tests at different temperature and strain rate levels. Two more
time derivative equations related to R and α are needed to solve for Dp . The co-rotational
rate of the kinematic hardening α and the material time derivative of isotropic hardening
Ṙ are represented in a hardening-recovery format as
"r
#
(
)
2
o
rd (T ) kDp k + rs (T ) kαk α
α = h(T )Dp −
3

"r

(
Ṙ =

H(T )Dp −

# )
2
Rd (T ) kDp k + Rs (T ) R2
3

(2.8)

(2.9)

Two types of recovery, dynamic recovery and static recovery, coexist in the dislocation
populations and morphology within crystallographic materials. In Eqns. (2.8) and (2.9),
rd (T) and Rd (T) are scalar functions of temperature describing dynamic recovery whereas
rs (T) and Rs (T) are scalar functions describing thermal (static) recovery. h(T) and H(T)
denote anisotropic and isotropic hardening modulus in those equations, respectively. The
recovery and hardening modulus functions are defined by Solanki [24] as

"
rd (T ) = C7 1 + Ca

"
Rd (T ) = C13 1 + Ca
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(2.10)

!#
e(−C14 /T )

(2.11)

rs (T ) = C11 e(−C12 /T ) , Rs (T ) = C17 e(−C18 /T )

"



h(T ) = C9 1 + Ca

"
H(T ) = C15 1 + C22
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!#

3/2
J 02

J 03
3/2
J 02

e(−C8 /T ) − C10 T

(2.13)

!#
e(−C8 /T ) − C16 T

(2.14)

where J20 = (1/2)(σ 0 − α0 )2 , J30 = (1/3)(σ 0 − α0 )3 , C7 to C12 are the material plasticity
parameters related to kinematic hardening and recovery terms; C13 to C18 are the material
plasticity parameters related to isotropic hardening and recovery terms; and Ca and Cb are
the material plasticity parameters related to dynamic recovery and anisotropic hardening
terms, respectively. Constants C1 to C18 are determined from macroscale experiments at
different temperatures and strain rates.
In FEA, the variable φ̇ represents the damage fraction of material within a continuum element. The mechanical properties of a material depend upon the amount and the type of
microdefects within its structure. Deformation changes these microdefects, and when the
number of microdefects accumulates, damage is said to have grown. Based on fracture
mechanics and microscale physical observations, the damage is governed by three components of damage progression mechanisms, which are void nucleation (η), growth (ν), and
coalescence (c) from particles and pores in the material. The rates of void nucleation and
void growth are expressed by Solanki [24] as
"
#
1/
2
2
•
c
C
d
4
J
J
I
η = ||Dp || coef f 1 η a( − 33 ) + b 3 + c|| √ 1 || e( ηT /T )
3/2
/
−
27 J2
KIC f 3
J2
J2
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(2.15)

q


√
√
3(1
−
m)
2I
1
3R0 
•
v =
√
sinh(
) ||Dp ||
−
2(1 − m)
3 J2

(2.16)

Ccoef f in Eqn. (2.15) is a material constant that considers the void nucleation response
as a function of initial conditions; d is the particle size; KIC represents the fracture toughness; f denotes the volume fraction of second phase particles; CηT is a temperature dependent parameter related to void nucleation; I1 , J2 , and J3 are the independent overstress
invariants; m is void growth constant, R0 is the initial void radius, a, b, and c are the material constants related to void nucleation, which should be calibrated from torsion, tension,
and compression tests, respectively. A void coalescence model is also introduced as a
function of η and ν as

ċ = [Cd1 + Cd2 (η̇ν + ν̇η)] e(CCT )

(2.17)

The parameters Cd1 and Cd2 are related to the first and second normalized nearest
neighbor distance parameters, respectively, and CCT is the void coalescence temperature
dependent parameter.
The theoretical background of the present model is that the mechanical properties of
a material depend upon the amount and type of microdefects within its structure. Deformation tends to change these microdefects, and when the number of the microdefects
accumulates, the damage state is said to have grown. α, R, σ, φ, η, ν, and c in Eqns. (2.5)
-(2.17) completes the required ISVs in this microstructure-property relationship material
constitutive model. Those ISVs correlate the microstructural characteristics of the material,
such as particle size, particle volume fraction, pore/void radius, pore/void volume fraction,
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fracture toughness, and grain size, with the material stress-strain response and macroscale
damage performance.

2.3.4

Calibration of ISV Model Constants for Al

In order to apply the ISV plasticity equations to model aluminum, the model constants
need to be calibrated for that material. In order to facilitate the experimental calibration,
a software for curve fitting, DMGfit, was released at the Center of Advanced Vehicular
Systems (CAVS) at Mississippi State University (MSU) [25]. That software has been synchronized with the latest version of the ABAQUS UMAT implementation of the ISV damage model so that the calibrated model constants can be directly merged by DMGfit into
the “USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS” section through the ABAQUS input deck. To
calibrate and determine model constants for Al, compression experiments were executed
with initial temperature 289◦ F and strain rate of 1000 s−1 , under different pressures. Shear
modules, bulk modules, melt temperature, heat generation term, and other parameters of
Al are tabulated in Table 2.1 and used for DMGfit. In order to calculate the constants for
Al, different sets of stress versus strain data are needed to collect during experiments.
The high-rate compression tests were executed using a split Hopkinson pressure bar
(SPHB) at a strain rate of 1000 s− 1. The specimens used for tests are Al cylinders with 6.4
mm diameter and 6.98 mm in length. In order to investigate mechanical properties of Al,
pressures of 150, 200 and 240 bars were applied to the same specimens at different temperatures. The highest pressure of 240 bar was chosen according to experimental practice
implemented by Ledbetter and Reed [26] and employed in our previous study [27].
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Table 2.1
Parameters of Al for calibration
Parameters
Value
Shear modulus(G)
25.56 GPa
Bulk modulus (Bulk)
66.67 GPa
Melt temperature (K)
933.52 K
Heat generation term
0.37
Particle fracture toughness
1000
Particle McClintock damage constant
0.3

The obtained experimental data will be loaded into DMGfit through its graphical user
interface (GUI) to calibrate the missing material constants. Figure 2.9 displays a GUI
example, which includes regions for experimental datasets; loading parameters; fixed constants; yield and yield adjustment constants; kinematic hardening and recovery constants;
isotropic hardening and recovery constants; cyclic range hardening and recovery constants;
torsional, compression and tension constants; and damage constants. A typical procedure
for curve fitting and calibrating constants using DMGfit is described as follows:
Load all experimental datasets. For each dataset, establish the experiment settings (initial temperature, strain rate, stress units, etc.), loading parameters, and fixed constants.
Start by fitting the dataset with the lowest temperature and lowest rate. If there are different tests, fit the compression datasets first, and followed by tension datasets, then torsion
datasets. For the first dataset, adjust the constants yield C3 ; kinematic hardening C9 and
recovery C7 ; isotropic hardening C15 and recovery C13 .Then restore second dataset. If it
has a different temperature than the first, adjust the constants C3 , C4 if yield is temperature
dependent; then C10 , C8 , C16 , C14 . If the dataset has a different strain rate, adjust C1 and
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C5 , if yield is strain rate dependent, then C9 , C7 , C11 and C15 , C13 , C17 . Repeat step 4 for
the rest of the datasets. If adjusting the temperature dependence constants (even Cs) does
not produce good models for high temperature data, adjust C19 and C20 . Adjust damage
constants. Readjust constants in other boxes as necessary. Record your results.
The calibrated material constants for Al can be found in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.9
The logical groupings of controls in the DMGfit GUI

2.3.5

Numerical Simulation of Al-Al Penetration

Next, to verify the applicability of the present microstructure-based ISV damage model
on simulation of penetration process, an Al-Al penetration process is modeled and com41

puted with the present ISV model and the JC model separately, using ABAQUS/Explicit
code. In this example, a 100mm by 100mm Al plate with a thickness of 25mm will be
penetrated by a 30mm-long Al rod with a diameter of 10mm from its center. The thickness
of 25mm is selected for the Al plate so that the penetration through the thickness can be
well observed through the simulations and the effects of the ductility of Al on its plasticity
deformation during the penetration can be displayed.
In the FEA model, adaptive mesh strategy is employed to correctly capture the high
plastic strain rate, high stress variation, large strain and damage progression expected in
impact and penetration zone while keeping the entire model computational cost effective.
Both plate and rod are modeled using eight node brick elements (C3D8R). As for the
Al target plate model, element size in the impact/penetration zone is 0.5 mm while the
element size for the remaining model is 10 mm. Overall 2704 elements are defined for
the plate by executing this mesh strategy. The Al rod model is meshed by 3744 elements
with fine and coarse element size as 0.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively. It is noteworthy that
the grain size of the pure Al was measured as 16 µm (0.016 mm) in our lab. In another
words, in order to correctly capture the penetration behavior of Al, only about 30 grains are
defined along the length of a single element in the impact and penetration zone, which is
considered a very fine mesh in a macroscale model. The FEA Al-Al high-speed impact and
penetration scenario is displayed in Figure 2.10, with total amount of 6448 brick elements
at three different sizes and all edges of the Al plate are fully constrained. The contact
between the penetrator and the plate is modelled using the general contact algorithm of
ABAQUS/Explicit. In addition, the option “interior” for the contact algorithm is activated
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in order to consider not only the exterior contact but also the contact of interior elements.
Figs. 2a and 2b display the FEA models the Al plate and Al rod, respectively.
The JC model and the present ISV damage model are used to define the properties
for the Al material and numerical simulations are then carried off to compare the results
yielded from the two material models. Material properties of Al and constants of the JC
model and the ISV damage model are listed in Table 2.2. The JC model constants for Al
had been calibrated by Champagne [33] and the ISV model constants were calibrated at
the Center of Advanced Vehicular System (CAVS) at Mississippi State University.
Table 2.2
Material properties and model constants for Al

Material Properties
Young’s modulus (E)
70GPa
Density (ρ)
2700(kg/m3)
Poisson’s ratio (ν)
0.33
Constants of JC model
A
265MPa
B
426MPa
C
0.015
n
0.34
m
1.09
D1
0.77
D2
1.45
D3
0.47
D4
0
D5
0

C1
C3
C5
C7
C9
C1 1
C1 3
C1 5
C1 7

Constants of ISV model
2.4
10
210
0.274742
511.843
0.000442617
1.16449
173.409
35.8129

Other unlisted constants assume the value of ”0”
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Figure 2.10
FEA model for the Al-Al penetration
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2.3.6

Numerical Results and Comparison

Overall 26 simulations are conducted, in which the Al rod impacted and penetrated the
Al target at a set of different initial velocities (from 100 m/s to 1000 m/s) to (1) find the
ballistic velocity that the Al rod is just about to penetrate through the target; and (2) depict
the penetration properties of Al in terms of the residual velocity and penetration time. As
observed from the animation files shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12, the JC model and
the ISV damage model render a similar Al-Al penetration process (in order to save computing time, only a quarter model was simulated and displayed). Table 2.2 lists important
results generated from the JC model and the present ISV damage model, including the
initial and residual velocities of the Al rod, penetration time, a property that indicates the
2
2
penetration resistance of a material, and (Vinitial
–V residua2 )/Vinitial
, an indicator repre-

senting the amount and percentage of kinetic energy loss during the penetration process.
Figure 2.13 to Figure 2.15 compare those results. Some of the numerical results calculated
from the JC model has been published in [34].
As shown in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.13 to Figure 2.15, the penetration results obtained
from the present ISV damage model are very close to what were generated from the JC
model. The ballistic penetration velocity is found to be about 180 m/s (179.93 m/s from
the ISV damage model and 179.97 m/s from the JC model, which is very close).

2.3.7

Analytical Validation

In order to further validate the obtained numerical results and evaluate the accuracy
of the present ISV damage model on penetration simulation, the simulation results are
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Figure 2.11
Penetration simulation yielded from JC model, Vinitial = 200 m/s at t = 0 (a), 50 µs (b),
100 µs (c), 150 µs (d), and 265 µs (e)
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Figure 2.12
Penetration simulation yielded from the ISV damage model, Vinitial = 200 m/s at t = 0 (a),
50 µs (b), 100 µs (c), 150 µs (d), and 265 µs (e)
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Table 2.3
Initial velocities and residual velocities yielded from JC model and the ISV damage model

Vi nitial(m/s)
170
180
190
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
1000

Vresidual (m/s)
JC model ISV model
0
0
3
5
12.5
16.5
54.1
68
220.7
251
268.4
297
337
405
470.7
503.6
571.7
601.2
643.9
705.4
839.4
907.1

2
2
–V residua2 )/Vinitial
Penetration time (µs) (Vinitial
JC model ISV model JC model
ISV model
NA
NA
100
100
285
278
100
100
277
269
99.57
99.25
265
253
92.68
88.44
120
95
45.88
30.00
84
77
54.98
44.87
66
59
54.27
34.39
54
50
38.46
29.55
48
41
33.30
26.24
42
35
35.22
22.25
30
19
29.54
17.72

Figure 2.13
Initial velocity vs residual velocity curves from JC, ISV, and analytical models
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Figure 2.14
Initial velocity vs penetration time curves from JC and ISV models
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Figure 2.15
Initial velocity vs vinitial2 – vresidual2curves from JC and ISV models
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compared with analytical results calculated from Rosenberg and Forrestal’s model [25].
Rosenberg and Forrestal presented a plate perforation model for nondeforming rods and
target plates that experience ductile hole growth. That model uses the cylindrical, cavityexpansion approximation and represents the target as an elastic, perfectly plastic material.
The accuracy of that model in predicting the penetration behavior of materials was verified by Piekutowski through a series of penetration experiments conducted with aluminum
plates and aluminum rods [26]. According to Rosenberg and Forrestal, the ballistic penetration velocity for the presented cylindrical aluminum rod to just penetrate through the 25
mm thick aluminum plate can be estimated as
s
√ 
t Y/ 3
vbl = 2
L ρrod

(2.18)

where t is thickness of the aluminum plate (25 mm), L is the length of aluminum rod
(30 mm), Y the yield stress of aluminum (90 MPa), and ρrod the density of the aluminum
penetrator (2700 kg/m3 ). Substituting all the values into Eqn. (2.18) the ballistic velocity
Vbl can be calculated as 179.1 m/s, which is very close to the velocities obtained from both
the ISV damage model and the JC model (about 180 m/s). The relationship between the
residual and initial velocity is depicted as
2

1/
2

Vresidual = Vbl [(Vinitial /Vbl ) − 1]

(2.19)

Assuming the ballistic velocity is 180 m/s, the residual velocities for the present penetration simulations can be calculated based on the initial velocities. The calculated residual
velocities are compared with the numerical results and the comparison is displayed in Figure 2.11. From that figure, it can be found that the residual velocities computed from the
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ISV damage model are closer to the analytical results than the ones yielded from the JC
model.

2.3.8

Discussion and Conclusions

As demonstrated in above sections, both the JC model and the ISV damage model
can correctly predict penetration mechanics of commonly used metallic materials. The
simulation results of the Al-Al penetration calculated from both models are very close to
each other and the comparison of those results with the analytical results calculated from
a validated plate perforation model is also excellent. Assuming an independent effect of
the strain, strain rate, and the temperature, the correlation of the JC model to experimental
data is not satisfactory for many materials, especially newly developed materials. Compared to the JC model, the ISV damage model offers some unique merits for simulation
of material behavior during high-rate damage process such as high-speed impact and penetration. At first, as shown in Eqns. (2.5), (2.8-2.9), and (2.15-2.17), the ISV model is
established base on a set of ISV rate equations, which aim at capturing the history of the
changing ISVs involved in a high-rate process and try to use that history to predict a future
state. This feature makes the ISV model more applicable for simulation of the penetration
process, a process that is characterized by rapidly changed state variables (stress, strain,
displacement, etc.), as verified in Figure 2.11. Secondly, the ISV damage model correlate
the global failure and damage behavior of a material to its microstructural features, such
as the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of micro-voids and micro-cracks. Therefore,
compared to the JC model, whose accuracy largely relies upon a massive amount of data
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collected from previous penetration tests, the present ISV damage model essentially explains the damage mechanisms of a material in terms of principles and theories in solid
mechanics, applied mathematics, and physics. At last, the JC model describes constitutive
relations of materials from their stress-strain behavior with strain-rate dependence only and
does not consider the effect of different stress states. Contrarily, the ISV damage model
presents the constitutive relations by considering both strain rate and stress state. In calibration of the material constants, a series of compression, tension, and torsion tests were
conducted at different strain rate and temperature levels in order to maximally reproduce
materials’ response under complicated stress and strain states, which are often encountered in high-speed impact and penetration. Therefore, compare to the JC model, the ISV
damage model can be extensively used for studying penetration mechanics of materials
whose penetration performance has not been thoroughly tested through real experiments
(e.g. copper, composites, etc.) to promote futuristic design of materials with improved
impact and penetration resistance; and for simulating the penetration process which cannot
be physically tested (e.g. penetration at micro or even atomistic scale) to investigate the
length-scale effects on penetration properties of materials and even particles.
The penetration properties of Al are also revealed on inspecting the simulation results.
As reflected in Figure 2.13 to Figure 2.15, as the initial velocity increases, the residual
velocity increases as well, the penetration time decreases, and the percentage of kinetic
energy lost during the penetration process also decreases. From Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10,
it can also be observed that due to its good ductility, large deformation occurred on the Al
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plate before being completely penetrated. That large deformation is due to the flat head of
the Al rod, which will be significantly reduced when a rod with a conical head is applied.
This study for the first time applies the microstructure-based ISV damage model for
simulation of high-speed penetration process. Penetration properties of Al is investigated
using this model through FEA analysis. The simulation results are in good agreement with
the results yielded from the JC model and from a validated empirical model. Through comparing the simulation results with the experimental and analytical data, the present study
demonstrates the capability of the ISV damage model to capture and predict the high-speed
impact and penetration process of engineering materials. Compared with traditional JC or
other empirical models, the present research introduces a different and more accurate approach to determine mechanical behavior of metals under changing loading situations with
loading history effect in the impact and penetration process. The use of many internal state
variables enables researchers to (1) track variations of strain, strain rate, temperature, and
their history effects on damage constitutive relationship of materials; and (2) capture evolutions of microstructure properties such as void and grain size and bridge the development
of the microstructure properties to the plastic and damage behavior of materials. Owing to
its unique merits, the ISV damage model possesses a bright future in either futuristic design of new materials with improved impact and penetration resistance or the investigation
of penetration mechanics of material systems and particles at different length scales.

2.4

Computational Investigation of High Velocity Penetration of Copper Subjected
to Impact from Nickel Projectiles
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2.4.1

Introduction

High velocity impact and penetration problems include large deformation, high strain
rate dependent nonlinear material behavior and fragmentation. Therefore, they have been
a considerable research topic critical to the development of civil and military ballistic protection systems. During the past 12 years, substantial effort has been invested in order to
physically understand and mathematically describe the plasticity mechanisms that govern
the penetration behavior of metallic materials. Among the previous studies, computational
penetration simulation was employed as a critical tool in obtaining the mechanical behavior of metallic materials during the high velocity impact and penetration at both global and
microstructural levels.
Wierzbicki and Teng [34] evaluated six ductile fracture models to identify the most
suitable fracture criterion for high velocity perforation problems. Those six fracture models were implemented into ABAQUS/Explicit and applied to model the failure processes
of a steel and an aluminum target plate impacted by a projectile. Dey and Borvik [35]
employed numerical approach to investigate the ballistic perforation resistance of doublelayered steel plates impacted by blunt and ogival projectiles. It was concluded that the
overall protection level seems to increase significantly by double layering the target. Kilic
and Ekici [36] determined ballistic limit of 500 HB armor steel against 7.62 mm hardened
steel core ammunition through Lagrange and smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations using LS-DYNA. In their study, the threshold penetration velocity for the bullet
to penetrate a steel plate with 12.4 mm was found about 775 m/s, while the experimental
data is 782 m/s. Some of the important defeating mechanisms of the high hardness perfo55

rated plates against such ammunition were also investigated using both experimental and
numerical approaches [37]. Manes et al. [38] studied the ballistic resistance of 6061-T6
aluminum plates subjected to a normal impact of small caliber armor piercing bullets using
both LS-DYNA and ABAQUS solver. A range of deformation behaviors from deep penetration to complete perforation were inspected with respect to different plate thickness,
impact velocity and bullet shape were observed from the simulation and discussed. The
same approach was also successfully applied to study the impact response of aluminum
tubes subjected to impact of soft-core ball projectiles. Study of ballistic penetration resistance was also performed on titanium alloy TC4 using LS-DYNA by Zhang et al. [39].
Besides the penetration of single-layered plates, numerical investigation of the ballistic
performance of double- and triple-layered metallic plates made of either steel or aluminum
impacted by a 7.62 mm APM2 projectile in the velocity range of 775-950 m/s was presented by Flores-Johnson et al. [40]. Simulation results showed that the monolithic plates
have a better ballistic performance than that of multi-layered plates made of the same material.
However, compare to those well studied materials as reviewed in last paragraph, a description of the mechanical behavior of pure ductile metals such as Cu during the high
velocity penetration still remains blank. In order to fill that gap, the present work applies
numerical technique to predict the penetration performance of pure Cu and decide threshold penetration velocity at which a nickel rod can barely pass through the Cu target. A
different deformation mode and penetration mechanism can be viewed from such a ductile
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material. The identified threshold penetration velocity can be used as a tool in indicating
material’s impact and penetration resistance.

2.4.2

Material Model

In this penetration problem, a nickel rod with length of 50 mm and diameter of 5
mm will penetrate through a 200 mm × 200 mm copper plate with a thickness of 10 mm.
Johnson-Cook (JC) model is employed for constitutive modeling of Cu and Ni to represent
their plastic behavior in the numerical model. Eqn. (2.20) expresses this model.

n





σ = [A + B(εp ) ] 1 + Cln

ε˙p
ε̇0

 

m 
T − Ta
1−
Tf − Ta

(2.20)

where A is the elastic limit, B and n are the characteristic constants of the plastic behavior, C denotes the sensitivity to the strain rate, ε˙0 is the reference strain rate, εp the plastic
strain and ε˙p the plastic strain rate, T, Ta , and Tf are respectively the actual temperature,
room temperature, and melting temperature in the absolute scale, m is a material constant
for the temperature dependency.
Johnson-Cook damage model was used here to define the failure of the copper plate,
which is given as

 
D
σH
ε̇p 4
1+
[1 + D5 T ∗ ]
εf = D1 + D2 exp D3
σvm
ε̇0


(2.21)

where D1 to D5 are the material constants, σh is the hydrostatic stress, σvm is the Von
Mises equivalent stress, and T ∗ is the homologous temperature.
The temperature increment during the penetration process is due to adiabatic plastic
heating, which is estimated using a Taylor Quinney coefficient of 0.9 (proportion of plastic
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work converted to heat). Finally, the Bao-Wierzbicki criterion has been selected as the
failure criterion, where a damage parameter ωD is defined based on a cumulative law and
grow as a function of the accumulated plastic strain as

Z

ε̄p

dεp

ωD (ε̄p ) =
0

εf



σh
, ε̇p , T
σvm



(2.22)

where εf is the strain at failure as defined in Eqn. (2.21), which is a function of the
absolute temperature T, the plastic strain rate, and the stress triaxiality, that is the ratio of
hydrostatic stress and Von Mises equivalent stress.
Material properties and JC model parameters for Ni and Cu are displayed in Table 2.4
and Table 2.5, respectively. Also included in Table 2.5 are the material constants of the JC
damage model of Cu.
Table 2.4
Material properties and modeling parameters of Ni
Young’s modulus(E)
117 GPa
Density (ρ )
8908 (kg/m3)
Poisson’s ratio (ν)
0.31
A
163.40MPa
B
648.10MPa
n
0.33

2.4.3

Computational Model

One objective of this study is to find the threshold penetration velocity from the numerical simulation and compare the numerical velocity with the one estimated using an
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Table 2.5
Material properties and modeling parameters of Cu
Young’s modulus(E)
200 GPa
Density (ρ)
8920 kg/m3
Poisson’s ratio (ν)
0.36
A
90 MPa
B
292 MPa
n
0.31
D1
0.054
D2
0.04
D3
0.02
D4
0.014
D5
1.12
MT
1083
TT
25
RS
1

empirical equation. For the present Ni-Cu penetration, the anticipated penetration velocity
was calculated based on the thickness of the Cu plate, length and diameter of the Ni rod,
density of Ni and Cu, strength of Cu along with an empirical constant as 996.4 m/s (the
authors were asked not to release this equation by its developer). Therefore, in this study,
we started with that velocity to observe the penetration behavior of the target plate.
ABAQUS/Explicit is used here for all the modeling and simulation work. As the penetration model is axisymmetric, only a quarter of the plate and the rod are modeled and
simulated so as to save computing time and costs. Adaptive mesh strategy is employed
to correctly capture the high plastic strain rate, high stress variation, large strain and even
fragmentation expected in the impact and penetration zone while keeping the entire model
efficient. Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 shows the areas for fine and coarse mesh at the
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quarter plate and rod CAD models. Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 display the finite element
models, which were modeled using eight node brick elements (C3D8R). As for the copper plate, element size in the impact/penetration region is 0.5 mm while the element size
for the remaining model is 10 mm. Overall 40100 elements were defined for the copper
plate model by executing such mesh strategy. The nickel rod model was meshed by 5328
elements with fine and coarse element size as 0.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively. It is noteworthy that the grain size of the pure copper was measured as 90 µm (0.09 mm). In another
words, in order to correctly capture the penetration behavior of copper, only 5 to 6 grains
were arranged along the length of one element, which is considered as a really fine mesh in
a macroscopic scale mode. Figure 2.20 shows the Ni-Cu impact and penetration scenario,
with total amount of 45428 brick elements meshed using three different element sizes.

Figure 2.16
Quarter of copper plate model with two mesh regions
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Figure 2.17
Quarter of nickel rod with two mesh regions

Figure 2.18
Copper plate FEA model with adaptive mesh

Figure 2.19
Nickel rod FEA model with adaptive mesh
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Figure 2.20
FEA model showing the initial scenario of simulation

2.4.4

Penetration Simulation and Results

This penetration problem was then simulated by ABAQUS and the animation of the
penetration process can be viewed and stored in an .obd file. Figure 2.21 C shows the
occasion that the nickel rod is about to penetrate through the target plate. The penetration
process lasted for about 30 µs.
From the simulation results, it was found that when the nickel rod impacted the copper
plate at the estimated threshold penetration velocity of 996.4 m/s, the rod penetrated the
target plate and caused serious plastic strain through the penetration along the thickness.
A piece of copper was torn away by the nickel rod and moved along with rod at a residual
velocity of 840 m/s at the end of simulation, few fragmentation was observed. This failure
mode can be well explained by the ductility of pure copper and the flat head of the penetrator. The residual velocity of 840 m/s suggests that the empirical equation overestimates
the threshold velocity. In order to correctly locate the threshold velocity, the penetration
simulation was repeated for a series of velocity starting from 100/s. The relationship of the
initial velocities, residual velocities ad penetration times are tabulated in Table 2.6. From
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Figure 2.21
Impact of projectile at (A) 250 m/s, showing no penetration, (B) 260 m/s, the onset of
penetrating speed, and (C) rapid penetration at 996 m/s.
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that table, it is deduced that instead of 996.4 m/s, the threshold penetration velocity should
be somewhere between 250 to 260 m/s. The penetration and perforation behavior of the
rod and the plate at 250 and 260 m/s are plotted in Figs. 6A and 6B. From Fig. 6B, it was
found that at a low penetration velocity, the rod passes through the target plate and punches
an amount of target material out. The kinetic energy loss during the penetration process
2
2
was also inspected, which are represented as vresidual
− vinitial
. Figure 2.22 to Figure 2.24

reveal how the initial velocity affects the residual velocity, penetration time and energy
loss.
Table 2.6
Effects of initial velocity on penetration process
Initial velocity
100 m/s
200 m/s
250 m/s
260 m/s
270 m/s
280 m/s
300 m/s
400 m/s
500 m/s
600 m/s
700 m/s
800 m/s
996 m/s

Residual velocity
0
0
0
65.7 m/s
83.7 m/s
110.1 m/s
136.7 m/s
268.4 m/s
353.2 m/s
473.7 m/s
572.7 m/s
645.9 m/s
840.4 m/s

2
2
Penetration time vresidual
–vinitial
(m/s)2
NA
10000
NA
40000
NA
62500
198 µs
63283.51
165 µs
65894.31
150 µs
66277.99
120 µs
71313.11
84 µs
87961.44
66 µs
125249.8
54 µs
135608.3
48 µs
162014.7
42 µs
222813.2
30 µs
285743.8

From Figure 2.22, it can be clearly seen that the threshold penetration velocity is located somewhere between 250 m/s and 260 m/s. Beyond the value of 260 m/s, the residual
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velocity increases as the initial velocity increases. Figure 2.23 shows that as the initial impact velocity increases, the time for the rod completely penetrates the target plate decreases,
which is reasonable. However, the velocity-time curve does not show a linear relationship,
which is due to the resistance of the target plate during penetration and texture of the target
material. Figure 2.24 illustrates that as the initial velocity increases, the penetrator loses
more kinetic energy. During the penetration, the lost kinetic energy will either contribute
to the plastic deformation of the target plate or convert to inelastic heat that increases the
temperature of the models. It is therefore understandable that a high initial velocity will
lead to larger plastic deformation and therefore cause more serious damage.

Figure 2.22
Initial velocity vs residual velocity

2.4.5

Conclusions

In this study the mechanism and failure behavior of copper during high-velocity penetrations were observed through numerical simulation using ABAQUS. In the presented
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Figure 2.23
Initial velocity vs penetration time

Figure 2.24
2
2
Initial velocity vs vresidual
− vinitial
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Ni-Cu penetration simulation, JC model was for constitutive modeling of plastic behavior
of both materials. The failure of the copper plate was predicted by the JC damage model
and determined using Bao-Wierzbicki criterion. Three initial velocities were tested in this
study to verify the threshold penetration velocity predicted by the empirical equation and
reveal how the impact velocity affects the Ni-Cu penetration and the failure mode. Due to
its ductility, the copper plate showed a unique failure mode. During the penetration under
the velocity of 996.4 m/s, serious plastic deformation occurred and evolved and at the end,
a piece of plastically deformed material was detached by the penetrator and moved along
with it; while no fragmentation was observed. The residual velocity of 840 m/s suggests
that the empirical equation overestimated the penetration velocity and the real threshold
penetration velocity for a regular copper target was eventually found at between 250 to
260 m/s after repeating the simulation with different initial velocities. Effects of initial
velocity on the penetration time and the energy loss during the penetration process are
also discussed. The numerical approach along with the JC constitutive model, JC damage
model, and Bao-Wierzbicki failure criterion can be extensively applied to investigate the
penetration mechanics of more ductile metallic materials.
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CHAPTER III
NANOSCALE SIMULATION OF THE PENETRATED COPPER PLATE

3.1

Introduction
A variety of crystal plasticity finite element models have been developed for single

crystal and polycrystalline Cu and Ni for basic microstructure-based predictions, which implement different constitutive laws, kinematics, homogenization schemes and multi-scale
approaches. Realizing that there should exist a correlation between the micromechanisms
of a material and its mechanical behavior and recognizing the fact that most high-rate micromechanisms are still extremely difficult to be captured using the present experimental
techniques, a series of computational investigations were conducted to determine the subscale mechanisms that govern the plasticity and damage of copper at high strain rates and
reveal the underlying physics. Beyerlein and Tome [76] developed a constitutive model
for polycrystalline metals that incorporates texture and grain microstructure. That model
successfully predicted plastic anisotropy and extended transient of copper when it is deformed to large strains and its texture and microstructure changed drastically. Rahul and
De [77] proposed a set of models for the post-irradiation deformation response of polycrystalline FCC metals, which include a defect- and dislocation-density based evolution model,
a hardening model and a non-homogeneous deformation model. Those models were used
for the study of mechanical response of single and polycrystalline OFHC copper and they
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successfully captured grain-level phenomena observed from experiments. Zhao et al. [78]
studied cylindrical nano-void growth in FCC single crystal copper by means of molecular dynamics with the embedded atom method. In their study, the single crystal copper
was modeled by a periodic unit cell containing a centered nano-sized cylindrical hole subject to unit tension. Kumar and Mahesh [79] proposed a rigid-plastic rate-independent
crystal plasticity model capable of capturing banding in single crystal, which treats the
single crystal as a ”stack of domains”. Their model predict lattice orientation evolution,
slip distribution, strain localization and band orientation in copper single crystals with
imposed plane strain deformation. The numerical results quantitatively agreed with experimental observations. As for the microscale modeling of Ni, Dimiduk et al. [80] used an
anisotropic, elastic-viscoplastic crystallographic finite-element code to assess the crystalsize dependence of the critical resolved shear stress for single-slip oriented crystals of pure
Ni having sample diameters that range from 1 to 40 µm. Bui and Pham [81] proposed a
modified micromechanics based model to study both grain size and oxide phase dependence of ultrafine-grained nickels behavior. An acceptable agreement between experimental and numerical results had been achieved. The influence of texture on the yield strength
had also been discussed. In this study, the previous micro-scale modeling techniques are
referenced in developing microscopic models for Ni-Cu penetration simulation.
In spite of many crystal plasticity models developed for predicting metals micromechanical behaviors, few crystal plasticity model has been created for simulating penetration behavior of metal crystals. Moreover, the studies aiming at micro-scale modeling
and simulation of high velocity penetration of materials are limited. Wang et al. [82] de69

veloped a micro-scale model based on an explicit digital element method for numerical
simulation of ballistic impact and penetration of textile fabrics. Grujicic et al. [83] studied
ballistic-penetration resistance of a soda-lime glass through molecular-level modeling and
simulations. However, for the purpose of modeling the penetration behavior of metallic
materials, crystal plasticity based material model has to be used because it can capture
crystallographic orientation effects and provide a robust description of the kinematics and
kinetics of the deformation process [84, 85]. One objective of this research is to fill this
blank by using a MEAM potential to run the atomistic simulation in order to predict the
micromechanical mechanism of high velocity penetration between Ni and Cu.
High velocity penetration between nickel projectile and copper plate at macroscale had
been thoroughly demonstrated in section 2.3. It is expected that the nanoscale damage
mechanisms of the nickel-copper penetration found from this chapter will reveal the subscale physics that is responsible for the observed macroscale material behavior observed
as displayed in the previous chapter. Outcomes of this study will bridge the atomistic
and continuum realms by correlating molecular dynamics of copper and nickel atoms and
continuum plasticity and damage mechanics of those materials.

3.2

Modified Embedded Atom Method
This section gives a brief description of the theoretical background of MEAM. The

MEAM potential employed in a computational framework can be used to determine the
relationships between microstructure and mechanical properties at material scales ranging
from atomic to continuum [86-88]. The unique feature of MEAM is its ability to reproduce
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the physical properties of a large number of FCC, BCC, HCP, and diamond cubic crystal
structures in unary, binary, ternary, and higher order metal systems with the same formalism. MEAM is both reliable and transferable and has successfully been applied to pure
metals and impurities, binary and ternary alloys, and carbide, nitride, and hydride metal
systems [89, 90]. The total energy of an atomic system, E, is calculated by summing the
individual embedding energy Fi of each atom i in the atomic aggregate, as follows
!
E=

X
i

Fi

X

ρi (rij )

j6=i

+

1X
φij (rij )
2 ij

(3.1)

where j is any neighboring atom; rij and φij are the distance and the pair potential, respectively, between the atoms i and j; and the function ρ(r) describes the contribution to the
electron density at a site due to the neighboring atoms.

P

j6=i

ρi (rij ) represents the back-

ground electron density at site i and is denoted as ρi . The embedding function is associated
with placing an atom in that electron environment. It is given by the specific simple form

Fi (ρ̄i ) =

ρ̄i
AE 0 ¯0
ρi



ρ̄i
ln ¯0
ρi

(3.2)

where A is a scaling factor, E 0 is the sublimation (cohesive) energy, is the background
electron density for the reference structure of the atom i. The reference structure is the
equilibrium structure of the element where individual atoms are on the exact lattice points
without deviation. The MEAM formalism introduces directionality in bonding between
atoms through decomposing ρi into spherically symmetric (ρ0i ) and angular (ρ1i ,ρ2i ,ρ3i )
partial electron densities [89, 90] as given by
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ρah
j (h = 0, 1, 2, 3) indicate the atomic electron densities from atom j at site j at distance
β
γ
α
, rij
, and rij
represent the α, β, and γ components of distance vector
rij from site i; rij

between atoms at sites i and j, respectively; and thj (h = 1, 2, 3) are adjustable elementdependent parameters. The above partial electron densities can be combined in different
ways to give the total background electron density at site i (ρi ). One of the most widely
used forms is adopted in this study [91], which is given by
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The atomic electron density is calculated by

r

ρah (r) = ρ0 e−β(h)( re −1)

(3.5)

where β(h) are adjustable element-dependent parameters and re is the nearest neighbor
distance in the equilibrium reference structure. The pair interaction between two copper
atoms is calculated using a 2NN MEAM, in which second nearest-neighbor (2NN) inter-
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actions are also considered besides the original first-nearest neighbor interactions [92-94].
The energy per atom for a reference structure, E u (r), in 2NN MEAM is given by



E (r) = F ρ¯0 (r) φ (r) +
u



Z1
2


ψ(r)

(3.6)

where Ψ(r) represents another pair potential and is expressed as follows

ψ (r) = φ (r) + (Z2 S/Z1 ) φ (ar)

(3.7)

Here Z1 and Z2 are the number of first and second nearest-neighbor atoms, respectively,
and a is the ratio between the second and first nearest-neighbor distances. S is the screening
function on the second nearest-neighbor interactions. Then the pair interaction can be
calculated using the following relation, also as a function of r,

φ (r) = ψ (r) +

X

(−1)n (Z2 S/Z1 )n ψ (an r)

(3.8)

n=1

The summation is performed until the correct value of energy is achieved for the equilibrium reference structure. The screening factor Sij is defined as the product of all screening factors Sijk , Sij =

Q

k6=i,j

Sijk , where the interaction between atoms at sites i and j are

screened by neighboring atoms at site k. If it is assumed that all three sites i, j, and k lie on
an ellipse in the xy-plane with sites i and j on the x-axis, the equation of the ellipse is given
by

2

2

x + (1/C) y =
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For each k atom, the C value can be determined from the relative distances among the
atoms at the three sites i, j, and k. Each C value defines an ellipse with its own y-axis
length. Two values Cmax and Cmin (Cmax > Cmin ) determine the extent of screening of
atoms at sites i and j by an atom at site k. It should be noted that the screening function S is
a constant for a given reference structure, if a value is given to Cmax and Cmin . The force
between any pair of two atoms at i and j is computed from the embedding energy as

fijα =

α
∂E rij
∂rij rij

(3.10)

where the superscript α is the directional component. The dipole force tensor at each
atom i is computed as

N
1 X
fij rij
βi =
Ωi i6=j

(3.11)

where N is the number of nearest neighbor atoms and Ωi is the atomic volume. The
stress for the system of atoms is defined as a volume average of the dipole force tensor

∗

N
1 X
σ= ∗
βi
N i

(3.12)

At present, the 2NN MEAM potentials for copper and nickel have been parameterized
at the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems (CAVS) at Mississippi State University
(MSU). The calibrated potentials are used in this study for MD simulations of FCC single
crystal copper and nickel.
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In the previous studies [95, 96], the interatomic relationships were determined using
embedded atom method (EAM) potential and the stress-strain relationships of FCC aluminum, nickel and copper single crystals under shear and tension at both quasi-static and
shock loading strain rats has also been found. In our study, MEAM potentials are used
instead to include the directionality of bonding in covalent materials so as to achieve more
accurate results that better reflect real situations.

3.3

Crystal Orientations
Crystal orientation effects on the stress state and flow stress – strain relationship of

metal single crystals was first addressed by Schmid in 1931 using analytical methods [97].
Nabarro et al. [98] discussed the influence of crystal orientation on the work-hardening
curve of FCC single crystals through experimental methods. More recently, Kocks et al.
[99] provided single crystal properties during elastic and plastic deformation as a function
of crystal orientation using crystal plasticity simulations and texture analyses. As observed
from many previous experimental studies, orientation effects could change yield strength
and flow stress of metal single crystals by up to a factor of four under the loading of tensile,
uniaxial compression, and channel die compression at quasi-static strain rates in the range
of 10−4 ∼ 10−2 s−1 [100-105]. Follansbee and Gray [35] observed similar orientation
effects in the shock recovery experiments at high strain rates on the order of 10−5 s−1 .
Crystal orientation is an important parameter that affects the material properties at continuum scale and it has the strongest influence for the small size scale (such as micro- and
nanoscale) simulations [106]. Besides the nanoscale fatigue damage simulations [107],
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MD and EAM simulations were also performed to reveal the crystal orientation effects
of single copper crystal on its deformation mechanism when it was under a nanoscale
high speed grinding of a diamond tip [108]; its compression/tension asymmetry [109]; and
nanovoid evolution and dislocation emission [110].
It is also well known that grain size of a metallic material strongly affects its mechanical behavior. For a single crystal material, its properties are also affected by the crystal
orientation. A number of micro-scale models have been developed to study the effects of
grain size and crystal orientation. Chan et al. [111] applied finite element simulation to
model the grain size effect on deformation behavior and scatter of flow stress of pure copper so as to provide a basis for understanding and future exploration of micro-scaled plastic
deformation behavior in micro-forming process. Murphy et al. [112] showed that the ductility of stainless steel stent struts can be increased by optimizing the grain structure within
micro-scale stainless steel stent struts by a combination of experimental tests and crystal
plasticity finite element models. As for the single crystal material, Selvarajou et al. [113]
investigated the orientation-dependent characteristics of magnesium single crystals under
localized contact using crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) simulations; Shishido et al.
[114], however, used CPFE simulations to evaluate local adhesion strength of the interface
composted of a single copper grain and SiN insulation layer. In the present study, crystal
orientations effect of copper single crystals on the micromechanical behavior of Cu samples during the high velocity penetration will be discussed through molecular dynamics
simulations.
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Li and Han [115] carried out MD simulations using the MEAM potential to study shear
behaviors of single crystal copper at different temperatures. Shear tests were set in the [1
1 1] crystallographic plane along the < 110 > and < 112 > directions, respectively.
Potirniche, Horstemeyer and other coworkers [116] performed nanoscale fatigue damage
simulations in both nickel and copper single crystals. Four crystal orientations, [1 1 1],
[1 0 0], [1 1 0] and [1 0 1] had been analyzed and the results indicated that the plastic
deformation and fatigue crack growth rates vary widely from one orientation to another. It
was revealed that small cracks grow more rapidly in copper than in nickel single crystals.
The review of existing researches sheds some lights on study of crystal orientation on
copper.
On the basis of the experimental database formed over the years, numerical material
models at different length scales have been developed and employed to study the crystal
orientation effects on mechanical properties and response of metal single crystals under
various loading and environmental conditions. Arakere and Swanson [117] investigated
the effect of crystal orientation on fatigue performance of single crystal nickel base turbine
blade superalloys using a large scale 3D finite element model. Horstemeyer et al. [118]
performed large deformation molecular dynamics calculations using the embedded atom
method to examine the orientation dependence of yield and plastic flow of single crystal
nickel. Potirniche et al. [119] studied void growth and coalescence in FCC single crystals under uniaxial and biaxial loading conditions and various crystal orientations in the
framework of crystal plasticity. Liu et al. [120] conducted a combined computationalexperimental study to find out the orientation effects in nanoindentation of single crystal
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copper. A large deformation crystal plasticity constitutive model, which takes full account
of the crystallographic slip as well as the orientation effects, was applied to simulate the
nanoindentation of single crystal copper in three orientations (1 0 0, 0 1 1, 1 1 1). A computational study of how a single crystal copper plate with octal orientation performed when
struck by a nickel projectile has been conducted by the authors through atomistic modeling
and simulation, which forms a background of this study [121].
In this chapter, copper single crystals oriented for octal slip [1 0 0, 0 1 0, 0 0 1],
double slip [1 1 2, 1 1 0, 1 1 -1], and single slip [1 0 1, 1 2 -1, -1 1 1] are modeled and
LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) is used to run the
single crystal molecular dynamics simulations. Their plasticity and damage performance
when penetrated by a single crystal nickel are computed through MD simulations to find
out the orientation effects on the single crystal copper’s high-rate behavior. The three
crystal orientations are selected for this study so that a different number of glide planes
would be available for crystallographic slip in the different simulations.

3.4

Different Size Scales
Heino and Ristolainen [122] studied the effects of shear strain and stress in single and

polycrystal copper systems consisting of about 200,000 atoms with the effective-medium
theory and MD method. In single crystals, the authors concentrated on dislocation initiation and propagation, as well as the effects of oscillatory loading. Johansson et al. [123]
simulated a small rectangular strip of FCC Cu, containing a through crack on the nanoscale
and subjected to loading under displacement control. The Lennard-Jones pair potential was
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used for the inter-atomic forces. The comparison between the MD results and finite element results proved that finite element method and linear elastic fracture mechanics cannot
be used to describe and model geometries with sizes of only a few nanometers.
This research aims to investigate the effect of the size scales on the plasticity and damage mechanism of the impacted copper plate. The crystal orientations are selected as single
slip, double slip, and octal slip and the strain rate reaches the level of 1011 /sec. In Table 3.1,
the corresponding number of atoms are 20,579 atoms, 64,022 atoms and 109,752 atoms respectively when the copper plates are orientated along the single slip orientation. In order
to fully investigate the influence of the size scale, crystal orientation, and strain rate on
the plasticity and shearing mechanism, the copper plates with three slip orientation (single
slip, double slip, and octal slip) and three thickness (1nm, 3nm, and 6nm) are penetrated
by the nickel projectiles with various velocities are simulated and the results are compared
in section 3.7.
Simulation blocks of different sizes are created, in which the copper targets with different thicknesses and crystal orientations and the nickel penetrator are modeled, so that the
impact and penetration can be simulated in a computationally effective manner. Table 3.1
lists the dimensions, crystal orientations, and number of atoms for different copper target
models while the single crystal nickel model includes 1874 atoms.

3.5

Different Strain Rates
McDowell, Tucker and other coworkers [124] employed atomistic simulations to in-

vestigate the deformation of nanocrystalline copper and the associated strain accommoda79

Table 3.1
Size, orientations, and number of atoms of the copper single crystal
Thickness (nm)
1.0839
1.0839
1.0839
3.613
14.452 nm × 144.52 nm
3.613
single crystal copper model
3.613
6.1421
6.1421
6.1421

Crystal orientation
Single slip
Double slip
Octal slip
Single slip
Double slip
Octal slip
Single slip
Double slip
Octal slip

Number of atoms
20579
19786
22964
64022
64591
68891
109752
110740
114818

tion mechanism at 10 K as a function of grain size. Volume-averaged kinematic metrics
based on continuum mechanics theory were formulated to analyze the results of MD simulations. Through their research, the contributions of the deformation mechanisms to the
strain rates of the structure were resolved using Green strain. Chang [125] carried out
a MD simulation of the mechanical properties of nanoscale copper with vacancies under
static and cyclic loading. It was observed that the nanoscale copper possesses high ultimate
tensile stress and strain rate, and its fatigue limit is affected by vacancy fraction and temperature. Guo and Liang [126], however, performed MD simulations of monocrystalline
copper (1 0 0) surface during nanomachining process based on a 3D simulation model. In
Setoodeh and Attariani’s research [127], the Bauschinger effect on a nickel nanowire was
studied implementing MD simulations in nanoscale. The inter-atomic interactions were
represented by employing embedded-atom potential. During the simulations, the tensionfollowed-by-compression process was applied to the model at a predetermined strain rate.
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Wu and Yao, on the other hand, studied the microstructure evolution and strain rate of a
pre-cracked single crystal nickel at different temperatures by MD simulation [128]. Different crack propagation dynamics and plastic behavior was showed through the failure
process of single crystal nickel.
Different strain rates of impact between nickel and cooper offer considerable challenges
in multiscale simulations. In the present simulations, the stress and strain rate are not directly applied but are assigned through a hypervelocity impact and penetration process to
enable us to better understand the ballistic properties of copper at nanoscale. The penetration velocities vary from 700 m/s to 2300 m/s while keeping the crystal orientation as the
single slip in atomistic simulations with the purpose of thoroughly investigate the influence
of strain rate on the plasticity and damage mechanism of copper. The different values of
thickness, length, velocity, and strain rate for three crystal orientations are illustrated in
Table3.2.

3.6

Implementation
Aiming at finding out an essential physical picture on the micromechanisms that gov-

ern the continuum plasticity and damage of copper at high strain rates, a bottom-up approach is employed in this chapter. A computational study of the copper plate penetrated
by the nickel projectile at atomistic level are established to investigate the effects of crystal
orientation, size scale, and penetration velocity associated with strain rate on the plasticity and damage mechanisms of copper. Stress state, stress and strain history, and damage
mechanisms of single crystal copper with various crystal orientations are inspected at atom81

Table 3.2

Copper targets penetrated by the nickel procreator at ballistic limit and achieved strain
rates.
Crystal Orientation

Single Slip

Double Slip

Octal Slip

Thickness (nm)

Velocity (m/s)

Strain Rate

1

600

4.32 × 1011

3

1200

2.70 × 1011

6

2100

2.38 × 1011

1

600

5.68 × 1011

3

1300

4.16 × 1011

6

2200

3.22 × 1011

1

700

6.56 × 1011

3

1400

5.94 × 1011

6

2300

4.34 × 1011
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istic scale using MD simulations with MEAM potentials. Particularly, to reflect the ballistic
analysis of a copper plate penetrated by a projectile, in the atomistic simulation, a single
crystal copper target is penetrated by a nickel penetrator, through which the high strain
rates (1011 /sec) are achieved. The mechanisms of the nickel-copper penetration achieved
at the nanoscale will expose the subscale physics, and contribute to the understanding of
macroscale material behavior observed from the previous section 2.1.
In the present MD simulations, single crystal copper targets with different crystal orientations and thicknesses are struck and penetrated by a nickel cylinder. The single slip,
double slip, and octal slip are assigned to the copper plates as orientations and thicknesses
are chosen as 1nm, 3nm, and 6nm, respectively. The purpose of this, is to determine how
the crystal orientation and thickness which relates to size scale will affect the penetration
process and further influence on the plasticity and failure mechanisms. Using a wide range
of penetration velocities which associate to strain rates will allow us to study its effects
on the plasticity and damage behavior of copper. The size of the copper target is 40 LC
o

o

(lattice constant) × 40 LC (144.52 A × 144.52A) with three thicknesses 3 LC, 10 LC,
o

o

o

and 17 LC (10.839 A, 36.13 A, 61.421 A). The lattice constant for copper LC = 3.613
o

o

o

A, where A is angstrom and 1 A = 0.1 nm). The selected thicknesses are 3, 10, and 17
LC so that their values are very close to 1 nm, 3 nm, and 6 nm. The penetrator is a single
o

o

crystal nickel cylinder whose length is 9 LC (31.692 A) and radius is 4 LC (14.086 A).
o

Nickel’s lattice constant is 3.5214 A. Figure 3.1 shows the atomistic model that a 144.52
o

o

o

A × 144.52A × 10.839A copper crystal target is impacted by the nickel penetrator, which
is also a single crystal.
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Figure 3.1
Atomistic model of a copper crystal impacted by a nickel crystal

Interatomic constitutive energy relationships are defined using MEAM potentials. The
MEAM potential has been extensively used in computational frameworks and thoroughly
described in section 3.2. Table 3.2 lists all the calibrated parameters required for fully
defining the MEAM potentials for copper and nickel, where all the listed “MEAM constants” are material constants for the MEAM potentials defined by Baskes [91].
All the simulations in this study are run using a parallel MD code, LAMMPS [129].
The values listed in Table 3.3 define the pair interactions between the nickel atoms and
copper atoms during the penetration. In that table, a detailed description of screening
function can be found in [130]; “UBER” represents the universal binding energy relation
which was explained by Rose et al. [131]. The parametric values listed in Table3.3 and
Table3.4 are then translated and implemented into LAMMPS to run all simulations.
As for the boundary conditions, these models are non-periodic and shrink-wrapped
along X-direction (impact direction) and are periodic along Y- and Z-directions, atoms at
the four edges of the copper targets are frozen on their perfect lattice sites. The applied
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Table 3.3

Parameters to define the MEAM potentials for copper and nickel(library.meam)
Parameter name

Copper

Nickel

Description

Structure type

’fcc’

’fcc’

Crystal structure

z

12

12

Number of neighbors

ielement

29

28

Atomic number

atwt

63.55

58.69

Atomic weight

alpha

5.155

5.08445

MEAM parameter

b0

3.83

2.56

MEAM parameter

b1

2.2

1.5

MEAM parameter

b2

6

6

MEAM parameter

b3

2.2

1.5

MEAM parameter

alat

3.613

3.5214

Lattice constant (Å)

esub

3.54

4.45

Cohesive energy (eV) per atom

asub

0.94

0.94

MEAM parameter

t0

1

1

MEAM parameter

t1

2.72

3.1

MEAM parameter

t2

3.04

1.8

MEAM parameter

t3

1.95

4.36

MEAM parameter

ρ0

1

1

Electron density

ibar

3

3

Selects the form of the function
G (Gamma) used to compute the
electron density [25]
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boundary conditions are related to local thermal vibrations. Thermal velocities of the nonfrozen atoms are then initialized using a Boltzmann distribution at a chosen temperature of
300 K.
The entire simulation is divided into two phases. In the first phase the nickel penetrator
moves toward the copper target at a constant velocity and the entire system is balanced
in an equilibration state. A constant number of atoms, constant pressure, and constant
temperature (NPT) simulation is performed at this phase for 1000 time steps to let the
entire system balanced with the assigned inner atomic temperature (300 K). The second
phase starts when the penetrator reaches the surface of the target and starts to penetrate it.
A constant number of atoms, constant volume, and constant energy (NVE) simulation is
performed in this phase with a 0.005 ps time step size until the block of copper atoms has
undergone strain sufficient to create yield or penetration holes.
During the simulations the nickel projector impacts the copper targets at various speeds
o

starting from 1 A/ps (= 100 m/s), the impact speed will be increased for each case until a
penetration and/or perforation is observed. More than 250 models have been conducted by
LAMMPS which can be seen in Table 3.5. The first three columns of Table 3.5 demonstrate
that the copper plates oriented along the single slip, double slip, and octal slip which are
1nm in thickness are impacted by a nickel projectile with velocity ranging from 100 to 700
m/s. The next three columns of Table 3.5 show that the nickel projectile impacts the copper
plates that have three crystal orientations and a thickness at 3 nm with a velocity changing
from 100 to 1400 m/s. The results of the thickness of the copper plates at 6 nm which
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are impacted by a velocity beginning at 100 m/s are exhibited in the last three columns of
Table 3.5.
The stress tensor for each atom has six components and is stored as a six-element vector
in the following order: xx, yy, zz, xy, xz, yz. Thompson [132] proposed the classical MD
simulation code LAMMPS which is utilized to calculate the stress tensor for every atom I
given in Equation 3.13, where a and b take on value x, y, z to generate the 6 components
of the symmetric tensor:

Np

N

b
1X
1X
(r1a F1b + r2a F2b ) +
(r1a F1b + r2a F2b )+
S = −[mva vb +
2 n=1
2 n=1
ab

N

a
1X
(r1a F1b + r2a F2b + r3a F3b )+
3 n=1

N

(3.13)

d
1X
(r1a F1b + r2a F2b + r3a F3b + r4a F4b )+
4 n=1
Nf
Ni
X
1X
r1a F1b ]
(r1a F1b + r2a F2b + r3a F3b + r4a F4b ) + Kspace (ria , Fib ) +
4 n=1
n=1

The first term is a kinetic energy contribution for atom I and the second term is a
pairwise energy contribution where n loops over the Np neighbors of atom I, r1 and r2 are
the positions of the 2 atoms in the pairwise interaction, and F1 and F2 are the forces on the
2 atoms resulting from the pairwise interaction. The third term is a bond contribution of
similar form for the Nb bonds which atom I is part of. There are similar terms for the Na
angle, Nd dihedral, and Ni improper interactions atom I is part of. There is also a term for
the KSpace contribution from long-range Coulombic interactions, if defined. Finally, there
is a term for the Nf fixes that apply internal constraint forces to atom I.
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Table 3.4

MEAM parameters to define the MEAM potentials between copper and nickel
atoms(parameter.meam)
Parameter

value

Description

rc

5

Cut-off radius (Å)

Cmax(1,1,1)

2.8

Screening function

Cmin(1,1,1)

1.21

Screening function

Cmax(2,2,2)

2.8

Screening function

Cmin(2,2,2)

0.81

Screening function

attrac(1,1)

0.05

UBER Function

repuls(1,1)

0.05

UBER function

attrac(2,2)

0.05

UBER function

repuls(2,2)

0.05

UBER function

attrac(1,2)

0.05

UBER function

repuls(1,2)

0.05

UBER function

Cmin(1,1,2)

1.21

Screening function

Cmin(2,2,1)

0.81

Screening function

Cmin(1,2,1)

1

Screening function

Cmin(1,2,2)

1

Screening function

nn2(1,1)

1

Second neighbors

nn2(1,2)

1

Second neighbors

nn2(2,2)

1

Second neighbors

lattice(1,2)

‘l12’

Defines the three atoms for screening function

Ec(1,2)

4.2525

Cohesive energy (eV)

alpha(1,2)

5.03307

MEAM parameter

re(1,2)

2.4875

Equilibrium nearest-neighbor distance (Å)
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Table 3.5

The determination of ballistic velocity for different crystal orientations and thicknesses
Penetration Velocity

Thickness (nm)

(m/s)

1
Single Slip

3

Double Slip Octal Slip

6

Single Slip

Double Slip

Octal Slip

Single Slip

Double Slip

Octal Slip

100

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

200

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

300

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

400

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

500

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

600

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

800

N

N

N

N

N

N

900

N

N

N

N

N

N

1000

N

N

N

N

N

N

1100

N

N

N

N

N

N

1200

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

1500

N

N

N

1600

N

N

N

1700

N

N

N

1800

N

N

N

1900

N

N

N

2000

N

N

N

2100

Y

N

N

Y

N

700

1300
1400

2200
2300

Y
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The atomic level strain tensor was calculated based on two configurations of the system
in Ovito. The data set after deformation was considered the current configuration and the
reference configuration was defined as the initial condition. The local deformation gradient
tensor has been calculated for each particle form the relative displacements of the particle’s
neighbors within the given cutoff radius. After calculating the atomic deformation gradient
tensor, the Green-Lagrangian strain tensor was derived from it and outputted as particle
property.
The equivalent Von Mises stress equation is shown in Equation 3.14 and equivalent Von
Mises strain equations are listed from Equation 3.15 to Equation 3.18. The six-component
stress tensor was calculated by running the script on LAMMPS and equivalent Von Mises
stress and strain were computed by Python which was written in favor of the interest of
this research.

r
σV onM ises =

1
2 + τ2 + τ2 )
[(σx − σy )2 + (σx − σz )2 + (σy − σz )2 ] + 3(τxy
xz
yz
2

2
εeq =
3

r

2 + γ2 + γ2 )
3(e2xx + e2yy + e2zz ) 3(γxy
yz
zx
+
2
4

2
exx = + εxx −
3
1
eyy = − εxx +
3
1
ezz = − εxx −
3

1
εyy −
3
2
εyy −
3
1
εyy +
3

γij = 2 × ε

ij
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1
εzz
3
1
εzz
3
2
εzz
3

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)





εxx εxy εxz 





E=
εxy εyy εyz 




εzx εyz εzz

3.7

(3.18)

Results and Discussions
Important results generated from the simulations are presented here. The results are

unfolded in four aspects which include the ballistic limits of the penetration processes,
stress history and strain history curves of copper plates, areas of holes after penetration, and
size distributions of atoms that fragment on the back side of the copper plates. Discussion
are presented to understand the physics behind results and contributed to conclusions for
the nickel projectile striking the copper plate under very high strain rate.

3.7.1

Ballistic Velocity

In Table3.6, three thicknesses (1nm, 3nm, and 6 nm) and three crystal orientations (single slip, double slip, and octal slip) have been assigned to the copper plate and the ballistic
limit for each thickness of the copper plate has been determined. Therefore, the relationship between the thickness of the copper plate and the ballistic limit has been established
so that the effects of the crystal orientation, size scale, and strain rate on the plasticity and
damage mechanisms of copper has been investigated. For the single slip orientation, the
velocity of the nickel projectile increases with the increase of thickness of the copper plate.
The highest value of the calculated strain rate with the single slip goes to the fastest nickel
penetrator.
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In order to further establish relationships between ballistic limit and length which relates to thickness for three crystal orientations and investigate the effect of the crystal orientation on the penetration between nickel and copper model, Figure 3.2 - Figure 3.5 are
plotted. Before we examine those plots, the correlation of the thickness and length of
the copper has to be introduced. The shear stress plays the significant influence on the
plasticity and damage mechanism during the penetration process and the Schmid factor
describes the slip plane and the slip direction of a stressed material which can resolve the
most amount of shear stress. Schmid [131] proposed that a fundamental measure of stress
was the stress resolved onto the glide plane and in the glide direction. Slip would begin
when shear stress on a slip system reaches a critical value. Horstemeyer [95] applied the
Schmid factor of each crystal orientation to the flow stress curves and found out the dislocation interactions are more related to the geometry of slip, the dislocation line directions,
and Burgers vectors. The values of Schmid factor for each crystal orientation are listed in
Table3.7 which are also referenced in Horstemeyer’s work [44]. The value of thickness
assigned to the copper plate are listed in Table3.8 and it also indicates real length of copper
plate for each slip orientation during the penetration process based on the study of Schmid
factor. For the single slip orientation, the length is equal to the thickness while for the
other two slip systems the length is longer than the thickness. Among the three lengths,
the length of octal slip system is the largest under the same thickness which is responsible
for the highest penetration resistance of the octal slip system.
The relationship between the ballistic limit and length of the copper plate for each
crystal orientation are established vividly through Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Figure 3.2 (a)
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Table 3.6

Copper targets penetrated by the nickel projectile at ballistic limit and achieved strain
rates.
Crystal Orientation

Single Slip

Double Slip

Octal Slip

Thickness (nm)

Velocity (m/s)

Strain Rate

1

600

4.32 × 1011

3

1200

2.70 × 1011

6

2100

2.38 × 1011

1

600

5.68 × 1011

3

1300

4.16 × 1011

6

2200

3.22 × 1011

1

700

6.56 × 1011

3

1400

5.94 × 1011

6

2300

4.34 × 1011

Table 3.7

Values of Schmid factor for three crystal orientations
Crystal Orientation

Schmid Factor

Single Slip

1

Double Slip

0.707

Octal Slip

0.577
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displays that with the increase of length of the copper plate, the velocity of the penetrator
also increases. The relationship between them is almost linear. The curves of ballistic
limit versus length for double slip and octal slip orientation exhibit the same tendency. The
curves of strain rate of the copper plate versus ballistic limit for three slip orientations are
plotted in Figure 3.3 and curves of the double and octal crystal orientations are also linear
relation.

Figure 3.2
ballistic velocity versus length curves with three crystal orientations (a) single slip; (b)
double slip; (c) octal slip

Table3.9 tabulates the values of ballistic limit and strain rate for each slip orientation
with different thicknesses. It can be deduced that a copper crystal with the octal slip system
has the highest penetration resistance while the one with the single slip system has the least.
In order to view them vividly, curves of the ballistic limit versus length for each crystal
orientation are visually plotted and compared in Figure 3.4. Trend of them look similar to
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Table 3.8

Thickness and corresponding length of the Copper plate for three crystal orientations.
Crystal Orientation

Thickness (nm)

Length (nm)

1

1

3

3

6

6

1

1.414427157

3

4.243281471

6

8.486562942

1

2.450980392

3

7.352941176

6

14.70588235

Single Slip

Double Slip

Octal Slip

Figure 3.3
Ballistic limit versus strain rate curves with three crystal orientations (a) single slip; (b)
double slip; (c) octal slip.
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Figure 3.4
Ballistic limit versus length curves with three crystal orientations

Figure 3.5
Ballistic limit versus strain rate curves with three crystal orientations
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each other, but the slope of curve for octal slip is slightly higher. The copper plate with
octal orientation impacted by the same amount of energy will have more dislocations to
absorb the external energy compared to the other two slip systems. Figure 3.5 exposes the
relationship between the strain rate and ballistic limit for each crystal orientation. It reveals
that, in comparison with double slip and octal slip systems, the copper plate with single
slip orientation has the highest value of strain rate when penetrated by the nickel projectile
with the same value of velocity.
The major difference for the single slip, double slip, and octal slip orientation of the
copper plates is the number of slip systems. The number of the active slip system of the
copper plate orientated along the octal slip is four times as that of a copper plate with
double slip and eight times as that of a copper plate with single slip. The octal slip case
will activate the greatest number of slip systems over double slip and single slip cases,
and thus the dislocation density of the octal slip system will be the highest. Based on the
Taylor [134]’s equation, the hardening increases with an increase in the dislocation density. Therefore, the penetrated copper plate with the octal slip orientation has the highest
resistance among the three crystal orientations.

3.7.2

Stress History and Strain History Curves of Copper Plate

All of stress history and strain history curves of the copper plates impacted by the
nickel projectile with different thicknesses, strain rates, and crystal orientations are plotted
in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. Figure 3.6 displays the stress history and strain
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history curves of the impacted copper plate with the thickness of 1nm while Figure 3.7 and
Figure 3.8 show those curves with various strain rates and size scales.
Figure 3.6 (a), (b) and (c) exhibit the stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plate for single slip, double slip, and octal slip, respectively. The stress
history curves are in orange and strain history curves are marked in blue. In Figure 3.6,
as the time increases, the strain also accumulates with the increment of stress during the
penetration process between the nickel and copper. Figure 3.6 (b) and Figure 3.6 (c) show
a similar tendency. Curves obtained from double slip and octal slip case render similar
tendencies but the penetration time for three slip orientation are different. The penetration time for octal slip system is the longest while that of the single slip is the shortest
which verifies that the copper plate oriented along the octal slip orientation has the highest
resistance. More discussions about comparing the three figures are provided in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.13 present the stress versus penetration time curves
of the penetrated copper plate with the thickness as 1nm, 3nm and 6nm. The strain versus
penetration time curves of the copper plate with three different thicknesses are shown in
Figure 3.10, Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.14 respectively. Orange stands for the single slip
orientation and blue presents double slip while the octal slip is marked in green. In above
figures, the stress history and strain history curves render the same tendency for three
crystal orientations which is in a good agreement with Horstemeyer’s work [95].
Figure 3.9, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.13 present the stress versus penetration time curves
of the penetrated copper plate with the different thicknesses, slip orientations, and size
scales.
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Figure 3.6
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with different
crystal orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm (a) single slip system (b) double slip
system (c) octal slip system

Figure 3.7
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with same
single slip orientation and different strain rates, v = 1400 m/s, thickness = 3 nm (a) v =
700 m/s (b) v = 1400 m/s (c) v = 2300 m/s
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Figure 3.8
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with same
single slip orientation and different size scales, v = 2300 m/s, (a) t = 1 nm (b) t = 3 nm (c)
t = 6 nm

Figure 3.9
Stress history curve of penetrated copper single crystals with different crystal
orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm
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Figure 3.10
Strain history curve of penetrated copper single crystals with different crystal
orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm

Figure 3.11
Stress history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with different strain rates and
same single slip crystal orientation, and thickness = 1 nm
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Figure 3.12
Strain history curve of penetrated copper single crystals with different crystal
orientations, v = 1400 m/s, thickness = 3 nm

Figure 3.13
Stress history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with different thicknesses and
same single slip orientation, v = 2300 m/s
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Figure 3.14
Strain history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with different thicknesses and
same single slip orientation, v = 2300 m/s

Table 3.9

Values of ballistic limit and strain rate for each slip orientation with different thicknesses
Thickness

Crystal orientation

Ballistic limit

Strain rate

1 nm

Single slip

600 m/s

4.32 ×1011

1 nm

Double slip

600 m/s

2.70 ×1011

1 nm

Octal slip

700 m/s

2.38 ×1011

3 nm

Single slip

1200 m/s

5.68 ×1011

3 nm

Double slip

1300 m/s

4.16 ×1011

3 nm

Octal slip

1400 m/s

3.22 ×1011

6 nm

Single slip

2100 m/s

6.56 ×1011

6 nm

Double slip

2200 m/s

5.94 ×1011

6 nm

Octal slip

2300 m/s

4.34 ×1011
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Form Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, it can be found that the shapes of the stress history
and strain history curves for the single slip, double slip, and octal slip orientations are
similar at 700 m/s velocity and 1nm thickness. There is little difference in the value of the
maximum stress of the impacted copper plates for three crystal orientation. However, the
penetration time of the copper plate with the octal slip case is the longest compared to that
of the other two cases and the maximum strain of the copper crystal with the single slip
system is slightly higher than that of the one with the double slip system, which is slightly
higher than that of the one with the octal system. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 shows the
stress history and strain history curves at different velocities. It can be observed that the
longest penetration time still goes to the copper plate with the octal slip orientation and the
strain of copper plate oriented along the octal slip is much higher than that of copper plates
with the other two slip systems. It can be learned from Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 that
at the penetration velocity 2300 m/s, the minimum value of stress is from the penetrated
copper plate with octal slip orientation and the copper plate with single slip system has the
maximum strain than among the copper plates with other two slip orientations.
As shown in Figure 3.9 - Figure 3.14, at difference thicknesses (1nm, 3nm, and 6nm)
and different velocities (700 m/s, 1400 m/s and 2300 m/s), the tendencies of the stress history curves of the impacted copper plate with three crystal orientations (single slip, double
slip, and octal slip) are all similar and the values of maximum of stress of the impacted copper plates for three crystal orientations do not have much difference. However, it would
take the longest time for the nickel penetrator to penetrate through the copper crystal with
the octal slip orientation and the times required to penetrate the copper crystal with the
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double slip orientation were a little bit longer than that required to penetrate the copper
crystal with the single slip system. As the impact velocity increases, the tendency that the
peak strain of the copper crystal with the single slip system is higher than the peak strain
of the copper crystals with the other two slip systems becomes more apparent. This means
that the copper crystals with the single slip system underwent the largest plastic strain before the penetration failure while the ones with the octal slip system underwent the smallest
plastic strain before the penetration failure. Thus, the relationship of the crystal orientation and the induced strain rate during a high strain rate process can be explained by the
observed fact that the octal orientation leads to the highest penetration resistance while the
single orientation leads to the lowest resistance.

3.7.3

Areas of Holes after Penetration

Table 3.10 tabulates the crystal orientations, thicknesses, penetration velocities, and
areas of the holes and compares the areas of the holes of the penetrated copper plates
with the three crystal orientations (single slip, double slip, and octal slip) and the different
thicknesses (1nm, 3nm, and 6nm). It can be found out from Table3.10 that, at the same
penetration velocity and thickness, the holes of the copper plate with octal slip orientation
are smallest. The reason for this phenomenon is because the copper plate with the octal
slip orientation has the highest resistance than that with the other two orientations.
As can be seen from Figure 3.15 - Figure 3.17, with the same thickness and at the same
impact velocity, the penetration caused the smallest holes in copper crystals with the octal
slip system while the largest holes in the copper crystals with the single slip system. It can
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Table 3.10

Areas of the holes for each slip orientation with different thicknesses
Thickness

Crystal orientation

Penetration velocity

Area of the hole

1 nm

Single slip

700 m/s

20.56 nm2

1 nm

Single slip

1400 m/s

23.32 nm2

1 nm

Single slip

2300 m/s

30.12 nm2

1 nm

Single slip

700 m/s

20.56 nm2

1 nm

Double slip

700 m/s

17.84 nm2

1 nm

Octal slip

700 m/s

16.21 nm2

1 nm

Single slip

2300 m/s

30.12 nm2

3 nm

Single slip

2300 m/s

31.706 nm2

6 nm

Single slip

2300 m/s

32.724 nm2

Figure 3.15
Holes of copper targets after being penetrated by the nickel penetrator at v = 700 m/s. (a)
single slip system; (b) double slip system; (c) octal slip system
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Figure 3.16
Holes of copper targets oriented along the single slip orientation after being penetrated by
the nickel penetrator, thickness =1 nm (a) v = 700 m/s ; (b) v = 1400 m/s; (c) v = 2300
m/s(a) single slip system; (b) double slip system; (c) octal slip system

Figure 3.17
Holes of copper targets after being penetrated by the nickel penetrator at v = 2300 m/s. (a)
single slip system; (b) double slip system; (c) octal slip system
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be interpreted that, compared to the single slip and double slip, the copper plate with the
octal slip system can absorb most amount of energy and have highest dislocation density
which contribute to the smallest area of the hole and higher penetration resistance. From
those figures, it can also be found that most of the penetration holes are circular-shaped.
This phenomenon agrees with what had been observed from our macroscale penetration
experiments [67]. This similarity can be unfolded in two aspects: (1) crystal orientation
can only affect the areas of the holes of the penetrated copper plate and hardly influence
the mechanism change of the metallic metals. (2) the results that achieved from the computational simulations at nanoscale and validated by the experiments at macroscale can
successfully support the reliability of this multiscale study and further provide the benchmark for other materials’ investigation.

3.7.4

Fragment Size Distribution

Perforation phenomena is depicted as a complete passage of the projectile through the
target with or without the residual velocity. Figure 3.18-Figure 3.20 present the size distribution of atoms that fragment on the back side of the copper plate which is penetrated
by the nickel projectile with various penetration velocities (700 m/s, 1400 m/s, and 2300
m/s).The x axis denotes the number of atoms in a cluster while the y axis presents the number of the clusters during the penetration. After the penetration, the impacted copper plate
with single crystal orientation, presented as Figure 3.18 (a), fragments into five clusters
which are 1, 2, 4, 1455, and 19167. The copper plate with double slip system (titled as
Figure 3.18 (b) has four cluster (1, 2, 3328, and 18328) and each cluster owns various num108

bers of atoms which are 2, 1, 1, and 1, respectively. Figure 3.18 (c) shows that the copper
plate oriented along the octal slip possesses three clusters (1, 3416, and 21420) and each of
cluster has different numbers of atoms which are 2, 1, and 1. In Figure 3.19, the fragments
of the copper plates with three strain rates which are associated with v = 700 m/s 1400 m/s,
and 2300 m/s have 5, 18, and 19 clusters, respectively. Figure 3.19(a) shows, among 20
clusters, the maximum number of the clusters (104) is composed of several clusters which
owns 2 atoms and the Figure 3.19 (b) and (c) have the same trends. In Figure 3.20 (a), (b)
and (c), the numbers of the clusters which has 2 atoms of copper plate orientated in single
slip are highest (84) and that of copper plate with double slip next (57), and that of copper
plate with octal slip last (46).
Figure 3.18-Figure 3.20 present that the copper target of single crystal orientation has
the most clusters among the copper plates with three slip orientations. As the velocity
increases, the numbers of clusters for the single crystal orientation rapidly increase and are
apparently more than that of the other two slip orientations. It can be concluded that with
the same impact velocity and same thickness, the copper plate with octal slip orientation
has least fragments. In particular, least number of clusters. The reason for this phenomenon
is because the copper plate with octal slip orientation can activate the most slip system,
increase the dislocation density, absorb the greatest amount of impact energy, and resist to
be fragmented.
General behavior of perforation mechanisms can be found in Backman and Goldsmith
[135]. Eight possible perforation mechanisms are (1) facture due to initial stress wave;(2)
radial fracture behind initial wave (3) spall failure;(4) plugging;(5) pealing (frontal); (6)
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Figure 3.18
Fragment size distribution with three crystal orientations at Velocity =700 m/s (a) single
slip; (b) double slip; (c) octal slip.
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Figure 3.19
Fragment size distribution with same single slip crystal orientation, t =1 nm (a) v=700 m/s
; (b) v=1400 m/s; (c) v=2300 m/s.
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Figure 3.20
Fragment size distribution with same single slip crystal orientation at Velocity =2300 m/s
(a) t = 1 nm ; (b) t = 3 nm; (c) t = 6 nm.
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pealing (rearward);(7) Fragmentation; (8) ductile hole enlargement. From Figure 3.18 to
3.20, it can be found that each copper plate has one cluster which accommodates much
more atoms than other clusters no matter what crystal orientation is or how fast the projectile travels. It means that all the penetration has the same perforation mechanisms and they
all belong to plugging. It can be interpreted that the impact velocity and crystal orientation
have no direct or obvious influence on the mechanism change.

3.7.5

Uncertainty

In order to analyze and verify the results of those simulations, three more models were
conducted and served as the comparable cases to thoroughly investigate the uncertainty of
this study. The simulation process can be divided into two aspects which are equilibration
and deformation. In the equilibration, the temperature of the copper plate was defined
through the random numbers of seeds. Three models of copper plates oriented in the
single slip with various number of temperature seeds were penetrated by nickel projectile
at 700 m/s and compared with the examined model to demonstrate the uncertainty. 3.213.24 shows four cases of the copper plates with different numbers of temperature seeds
penetrated at the same penetration velocity (700 m/s). With a purpose of comparing them
and analyzing their relations, those four cases are displayed in 3.25. From 3.25 and 3.26, it
can be concluded that the curves of the stress history and strain history for four cases render
the same tendencies and do not have much difference. The mean and standard deviation
were used to determine the upper bound and lower bounder for stress history and strain
history curves. The value of the upper bound equals to the value of the mean adding one
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standard deviation while the value of the lower bound is the value of mean subtracting one
standard deviation which can be shown in 3.27 and 3.28.

Figure 3.21
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plates oriented along single
slip orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm, number of seeds for copper plate =
12345, and number of seeds for nickel penetrator = 1231

3.8

Conclusions
This chapter investigates an essential physical picture on the micromechanisms that

govern the continuum plasticity and damage of copper plate at very high strain rate. It for
the first time utilizes MD and applies the MEAM potential on the Ni-Cu penetration and the
stress state, stress and strain history curves, and the damage mechanisms of single crystal
copper with various crystal orientations are inspected for the penetrated copper plate at
very high strain rate. The effects of the crystal orientation, size scales and strain rate
with respect to penetration velocity on the plasticity and damage mechanisms of single
copper crystal have been investigated through the analysis of ballistic limit. More than
250 models have been conducted by LAMMPS aiming at finding out the ballistic limit
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Figure 3.22
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plates oriented along single
slip orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm, number of seeds for copper plate =
23456, and number of seeds for nickel penetrator = 1231

Figure 3.23
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plates oriented along single
slip orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm, number of seeds for copper plate =
12345, and number of seeds for nickel penetrator = 2345

Figure 3.24
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plates oriented along single
slip orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm, number of seeds for copper plate =
23456, and number of seeds for nickel penetrator = 2345
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Figure 3.25
Stress history curves of penetrated copper single crystals with same single slip crystal
orientation and different numbers of seeds, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm

Figure 3.26

Figure 3.27

Figure 3.28
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plates oriented along single
slip orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm, number of seeds for copper plate =
23456, and number of seeds for nickel penetrator = 1231
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Figure 3.29
Stress history and strain history curves of penetrated copper plates oriented along single
slip orientations, v = 700 m/s, thickness = 1 nm, number of seeds for copper plate =
23456 and number of seeds for nickel penetrator = 1231

for the impacted copper plate with single slip, double slip, and octal slip orientations.
The vital simulation results generated from the simulations are unfolded in five aspects
which include the ballistic limit of the penetration process, stress history and strain history
curves of copper plates, areas of holes after penetration, and fragment size distribution and
perforation mechanism change.
The ballistic velocity increases with the increase of thickness for all copper plate with
three crystal orientations. With the same thickness, the copper plate of the octal slip orientation has the highest ballistic velocity than that of the other two slip systems. With the
same penetration velocity, the highest value of strain rate goes to octal slip, double slip next
and single slip last. Stress history and strain history curves of copper plates the with three
crystal orientations render a similar tendency. However, it would take the longest time for
the nickel penetrator to penetrate through the copper crystal with the octal slip orientation
and the times required to penetrate the copper crystal with the double slip orientation were
a little bit longer than those required to penetrate the copper crystal with the single slip
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system. As the impact velocity increases, the trend that the peak strain of the copper crystal with the single slip system is higher than the peak strain of the copper crystals with the
other two slip systems becomes more apparent. With the same thickness and at the same
impact velocity, the penetration caused the smallest holes in the copper crystals with the
octal slip system while the largest holes in the copper crystals with the single slip system.
The copper target of octal crystal orientation has less clusters than that of the other two
slip orientations. As the velocity increases, the number of clusters for the octal crystal
orientation is apparently smaller than that of the other two orientation. All the penetration
has the same perforation mechanisms and they all belong of plugging. It can be interpreted
that the impact velocity and crystal orientation have no direct or obvious influence on the
mechanism change.
It is evidenced to conclude that a copper single crystal with the octal slip system have
more ability to absorb the energy and possesses the highest penetration resistance. This
is because it has more active slip system and higher dislocation density. The conclusion
achieved from this study is in a good agreement with Horstemeyer and other researscher’
work. The effects of the crystal orientation, size scale and strain rate (penetration velocity)
on the ballistic limit and other penetration behaviors have been thoroughly investigated,
and a comprehensive understanding of the plasticity, shear and damage mechanisms of the
copper material at atomistic scale has been achieved. Results of this chapters are yielded
from the nanoscale computational simulations, but they are also validated by the experiments at macroscale can successfully support the reliability of this multiscale study and
further provide the benchmark for other materials’ investigations.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

4.1

Conclusion
A multiscale study of the nickel penetrator striking a copper plate under very high

strain rate was established, which for the first time provided a better understanding of the
structure -property - performance relationship of nickel and copper and revealed micromechanical insight on how different crystal orientations, size scales, and strain rates affect the
atomistic simulation and further influence the plasticity, shearing and damage mechanisms.
In this dissertation, the advance multiscale theoretical framework and integrated computational methods were employed to thoroughly investigate the Ni-Cu penetration and the
computational simulations at macroscale and nanoscale combined with experiments at the
continuum level offer a benchmark for the other materials’ study.
At the macroscale, the aluminum was served as a test material and its hypervelocity
impact was examined as a case study through experimental and computational simulations to provide the guidance for the multiscale study of Ni-Cu penetration. A high velocity penetration experiment between an aluminum sphere and a square aluminum plate
was conducted and an experimental procedure was used to support the multiscale experimental study of the impact and penetration under very high strain rates. SEM and XRD
analysis were also performed before and after the penetration test to investigate how the
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hypervelocity penetration affected the microstructure of the sample materials. A variety
of deformation patterns and failure modes such as plastic deformation, scratch, crack, and
fragments were observed and served to explain the mechanisms that govern the penetration
behavior of metallic materials. The developed microstructure-based internal state variable
(ISV) plasticity damage model was studied and was for the first time employed for simulating penetration mechanics of aluminum to determine its penetration properties. To
demonstrate the reliability of the presented ISV model, that model was applied for studying penetration mechanics of aluminum and the numerical results were validated by comparing with simulation results yielded from the Johnson-Cook model as well as analytical
results calculated from an existing theoretical model. The mechanism and failure behavior
of copper during high-velocity penetrations were examined through numerical simulation
after Aluminun’s case study and three initial velocities were tested to verify the threshold
penetration velocity predicted by the empirical equation and reveal how the impact velocity affects the Ni-Cu penetration and the failure mode at the macroscale. The results are
served as the comparison for the computational simulation at atomistic level.
At nanoscale, the molecular dynamics (MD) and modified Embedded Atoms Method
(MEAM) potential were for the first time applied on the Ni-Cu penetration under very
high strain rate to achieve an essential physical picture on the micromechanisms that govern the continuum plasticity and damage mechanisms. The effects of the crystal orientation, size scales and strain rate with respect to penetration velocity on the plasticity and
damage mechanism have been successfully investigated through the analysis of ballistic
limit. More than 250 models have been conducted by LAMMPS aiming at determining the
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ballistic limit for the impacted copper plate with single slip, double slip and octal slip orientations. The vital simulation results generated from the simulations are unfolded in five
aspects which include the ballistic limit, stress history and strain history curves of copper
plates, areas of holes after penetration, and fragment size distribution and the perforation
mechanism change. The outcome of this dissertation can be listed as follows:
The first outcome is the comprehensive understanding of the plasticity and shearing
mechanisms between the nickel penetrator and copper target under high strain rates. The
second outcome is the development of a multiscale study of a nickel penetrator striking
a copper plate by employing macroscale simulations and atomistic simulations to better
understand the micromechanisms. The last but not least is an essential description of how
different crystal orientations, size scales, and penetration velocities affect the plasticity and
shearing mechanisms.
The reliability of this research has been validated by other researcher’s work and experimental study at macroscale. The present ISV damage model offers some advantages over
empirical models and could be the most powerful tool in predicting the damage behavior
of materials which have not been often used. The experimental procedure of this study can
provide a guidance for real testing as well as in simulating conceptual damage processes
which cannot be tested through experiments with our current capacity. The multiscale
study of the nickel projectile striking the copper plate under very high strain that presented
in this dissertation built up a touchstone for other metals’ multiscale studies and can further provide a benchmark for investigating other mechanical mechanisms under high strain
rates.
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4.2

Future Work

4.2.1

Computational Simulations for the Ni-Cu Penetration with ISV Plasticity Damage Model

In Chapter 2.3, a microstructure-based ISV plasticity Damage Model is assigned to
the Al-Al penetration in order to study the penetration mechanics of metals. Penetration
properties of Al is investigated using this model through FEA analysis. The simulation
results are in good with the results yielded from the JC model and from a validated empirical model. Compared with traditional JC or other empirical models, the Chapter 2.3.3
introduces a different and more accurate approach to determine mechanical behavior of
metals under changing loading situations with loading history effect in the impact and
penetration process. In section 2.4, mechanism and failure behavior of copper during highvelocity penetrations were observed through numerical simulation using ABAQUS. In the
presented Ni-Cu penetration simulation, JC model was used for constitutive modeling of
plastic behavior of both materials. Take the advantages of ISV plasticity damage model
into consideration, the computational modeling and simulation at continuum level of the
Ni-Cu penetration will be conducted by employing the ISV model. The results of Ni-Cu
penetration with ISV model will be compared with that of JC model presented in Chapter
2.4 and used to further validate the accuracy of ISV plasticity damage model.
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4.2.2

Additional Analysis at Different Length Scales

As illustrated in Chapter I, the multiscale study of penetrated copper plate has five
length scales which are electronic scale, nanoscale, microscale, mesoscale, and macroscale
this dissertation focuses on the computational simulation at macroscael and nanoscale
which is circled and marked in black in Figure 1.1.In ordert to establish the complete
system, the additional analysis is required to conduct at microscale and mesoscale which
can help to better understand the downscaling and upscaling of the multiscale modeling.
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APPENDIX A
MODIFIED EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD
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The MEAM potential employed in a computational framework can be used to determine the relationships between microstructure and mechanical properties at material scales
ranging from atomic to continuum [86-88]. The unique feature of MEAM is its ability to
reproduce the physical properties of a large number of FCC, BCC, HCP, and diamond cubic crystal structures in unary, binary, ternary, and higher order metal systems with the
same formalism. MEAM is both reliable and transferable and has successfully been applied to pure metals and impurities, binary and ternary alloys, and carbide, nitride, and
hydride metal systems [89, 90]. The total energy of an atomic system, E, is calculated by
summing the individual embedding energy Fi of each atom i in the atomic aggregate, as
follows
!
E=
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i
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where j is any neighboring atom; rij and φij are the distance and the pair potential, respectively, between the atoms i and j; and the function ρ(r) describes the contribution to the
electron density at a site due to the neighboring atoms.

P
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ρi (rij ) represents the back-

ground electron density at site i and is denoted as ρi . The embedding function is associated
with placing an atom in that electron environment. It is given by the specific simple form

Fi (ρ̄i ) =

ρ̄i
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where A is a scaling factor, E 0 is the sublimation (cohesive) energy, is the background
electron density for the reference structure of the atom i. The reference structure is the
equilibrium structure of the element where individual atoms are on the exact lattice points
without deviation. The MEAM formalism introduces directionality in bonding between
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atoms through decomposing ρi into spherically symmetric (ρ0i ) and angular (ρ1i ,ρ2i ,ρ3i )
partial electron densities [89, 90] as given by
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ρah
j (h = 0, 1, 2, 3) indicate the atomic electron densities from atom j at site j at distance
γ
β
α
, and rij
represent the α, β, and γ components of distance vector
, rij
rij from site i; rij

between atoms at sites i and j, respectively; and thj (h = 1, 2, 3) are adjustable elementdependent parameters. The above partial electron densities can be combined in different
ways to give the total background electron density at site i (ρi ). One of the most widely
used forms is adopted in this study [91], which is given by
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The atomic electron density is calculated by

r

ρah (r) = ρ0 e−β(h)( re −1)

(A.5)

where β(h) are adjustable element-dependent parameters and re is the nearest neighbor
distance in the equilibrium reference structure. The pair interaction between two copper
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atoms is calculated using a 2NN MEAM, in which second nearest-neighbor (2NN) interactions are also considered besides the original first-nearest neighbor interactions [92-94].
The energy per atom for a reference structure, E u (r), in 2NN MEAM is given by



E (r) = F ρ¯0 (r) φ (r) +
u



Z1
2


ψ(r)

(A.6)

where Ψ(r) represents another pair potential and is expressed as follows

ψ (r) = φ (r) + (Z2 S/Z1 ) φ (ar)

(A.7)

Here Z1 and Z2 are the number of first and second nearest-neighbor atoms, respectively,
and a is the ratio between the second and first nearest-neighbor distances. S is the screening
function on the second nearest-neighbor interactions. Then the pair interaction can be
calculated using the following relation, also as a function of r,

φ (r) = ψ (r) +

X

(−1)n (Z2 S/Z1 )n ψ (an r)

(A.8)

n=1

The summation is performed until the correct value of energy is achieved for the equilibrium reference structure. The screening factor Sij is defined as the product of all screening factors Sijk , Sij =

Q

k6=i,j

Sijk , where the interaction between atoms at sites i and j are

screened by neighboring atoms at site k. If it is assumed that all three sites i, j, and k lie on
an ellipse in the xy-plane with sites i and j on the x-axis, the equation of the ellipse is given
by
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For each k atom, the C value can be determined from the relative distances among the
atoms at the three sites i, j, and k. Each C value defines an ellipse with its own y-axis
length. Two values Cmax and Cmin (Cmax > Cmin ) determine the extent of screening of
atoms at sites i and j by an atom at site k. It should be noted that the screening function S is
a constant for a given reference structure, if a value is given to Cmax and Cmin . The force
between any pair of two atoms at i and j is computed from the embedding energy as

fijα =

α
∂E rij
∂rij rij

(A.10)

where the superscript α is the directional component. The dipole force tensor at each
atom i is computed as

N
1 X
βi =
fij rij
Ωi i6=j

(A.11)

where N is the number of nearest neighbor atoms and Ωi is the atomic volume. The
stress for the system of atoms is defined as a volume average of the dipole force tensor

∗

N
1 X
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βi
N i

(A.12)

At present, the 2NN MEAM potentials for copper and nickel have been parameterized
at the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems (CAVS) at Mississippi State University
(MSU).
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